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CANBERRA CHAPTER

At a meeting on Monday 14 May, the Canberra Chapter
heard Cap! B D MacLeod AM speak cm The future of naval
Service women — a personal view On this occasion 17 chapter
members were joined by some representatives of the Canberra
Naval Association

In general, the question of whether women should or could,
serve in sea-going ships dominated the discussion There was
support for a proposal that a fair trial of this proposition would
probably be the only way to resolve the points of issue once and
for all

A pint meeting of the Chapter, tcgether with the Royal
Aeronautical Society, is to be held on !> June at 1730 in the
Academy of Science. On this occasion LCDR M Apps will
speak on Air. surface and sub-surface mine warfare — past,
present and future

MELBOURNE CHAPTER

The Melbourne Chapter of the ANI met at the RSL Club.
Toorak, on Tuesday 20 March Only 5 people turned up to be
rewarded by a most interesting and informative presentation by
Commander David York on the Modernisation Programme ol
HMAS PARRAMATTA. David went to considerable pains to
produce a model of the new look DE as well as providing many
slides and diagrams to illustrate his talk It was a very commen-
dable effort which deserved a much wider audience

It is realised that only 5-6 days notice was given but the total
attendance was very disappointing, especially when it was
noticed that one member had journeyed from Geelong to be
present which says much for his keenness I hope it is catching

Correspondence

Dear Sir.

Most readers will be aware that Eldndges book The
History of the Royal Australian Nava College covered the
period from the College 5 inception until the end of the Second
World War The book was published in 1949 If a follow-on
volume is not commenced soon then much of the first hand
anecdotal material will be lost, as memo' IBS fade and individuals
disperse to distant retirement locations, and the period to cover
will become too great

As a first step CRESWELL has be'Sn approached to see if
the History Department will undertake the necessary task of
making an inventory of source material that is available at the
College No doubt many readers will hav e information, both from
vivid memories and ancient and not so ancient documents, as
well as ideas and suggestions as to hew the history should be
written and then published

This letter has the twofold task of fustly. soliciting for source
material which may be of use in pieparing the book and
secondly, calling for entrepreneurs ideas regarding the
management of the writing and publishing stages All communi-
cations, addressed care of the Director;ite of Naval Training, will
be welcomed

H.L DAW

Dear Sir.

Comparison of the February 78 and February 79 Journals
brings to light an interesting trend in the method of listing
members of the ANI In 1978 we drew distinctions of ( ') and ( • )
to denote Foundation and Associate Members, yet in 1979 we
have (f) and ( • ) with indeed an (h) added for the Honorary Life
Members

The Institute and the Journal have both proved themselves
and come of age. so may I make a plea for normality and a little
less self appreciation

Simply sir, is there really any reason to make these distmc
tions, or should we just be shown as Members7

As a final point, was it really necessary to publish five and
one half pages of Members complete with (h), (f) and ( • ) and
then repeat the process with even more lists of Honorary and
Foundation Members, this time with post nominate, yet again
(Pages 51 through 57 of the February 1979 Journal)

Really sir, one would have thought that G Cutt s quotation
of Norman F Dixon would have struck closer to home

ROBIN PENNOCK
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Dear Sir,

I was delighted to read DGNTE s considered and courteous
reply to my article in the February 1979 issue of the Journal. It
answered many of my questions and settled some old worries. It
was, for example, especially good to hear of the plans to build
two 30 metre vessels specifically for the use of the Naval
College.

I cannot, however, agree with DGNTE's attitude either to
the Arts degree or the Creswell Course. I was especially dis-
tressed by his declaration that: Compared with either the BE or
BSc courses the BA is a soft option'. Certainly engineering is
one long hard grind for four years, and certainly Arts is the
easiest degree to pass, but this is an over-simple view An officer
can attend university, have a marvellous time, do as little work as
possible and gain a BA, with very little more work he can do the
same for a BSc — but are such officers the type that the Navy
either wants or needs?

In fact, to obtain good results and get full value out of an Arts
degree require quite as much effort as that needed for a BSc It
might be noted, since much of Arts grading and marking is
subjective, that 'x amount of work on an essay might result only
in a Credit, where the same x expended on a Maths assignment
will earn a High Distinction: d/dy -2x -2x * d/dy often being a
little easier to clarify than The Implications of the 1975 Crisis for
the Australian Constitutional System' (and the former subject is
somewhat less likely to be coloured by preiudice on the part of
the marker). Dare I suggest that officers with knowledge of both
(preferably) or either subject will be of great value in the Navy of
the future — and the present?

I am very glad that Captain Roskill's point about 'late
developers' was well taken and I note that M W.D White echoed
the cry in his most interesting letter when he wrote that:

'... the need is as equally urgent for career officers who are
well past their tender years, as for those younger ones who
are just completing their secondary education.'
But I fail to see what place the Creswell Course has in any

'flexible system', especially for the 'late developers'. It is a
strange way to deal with late developers' if one forces them to
spend two and a half years in the classroom (including Stage I
professional courses) when their Degree contemporaries take
only six months more. Would it not be far better to send these
officers to sea as soon as possible — as they themselves want
— and institute a short tertiary course for both S.L. and G.L.
non-degree officers at the rank of Sub-Lieutenant? I continue to
believe that the Creswell Course combines the worst of both
worlds.

Yours faithfully.

'MASTER NED'

Dear Sir,

I have been following with interest the controversy over
officer education that has occupied a good deal of the space in
the past few issues of your Journal. The reply by DGNTE to
Master Ned's last article was especially interesting as it is one of
the very few official descriptions of the planning going into officer
training that I have seen.

But I must comment on DGNTE's declaration that
'Compared with either the BE or BSc courses the BA is a soft
option1. Although I myself studied Science, with varying degrees
of success, I believe an Arts degree to be of quite as much value
to the Service as Science. Naval officers are as much politico/
social operators as technologists — even at junior and middle
levels.

I studied both mathematics and oceanography They were
of great interest to me and I am sure that they will prove to be of
great value in the years ahead. But what about an officer who
has developed an extensive knowledge of, say, our Asian
neighbours through the disciplines of history, geography and
economics, to name only a few? Will he not be of service to the
Navy? I know of some who took up the study of Asian languages
— would these be of no use?

As one with a certain experience in the area of statistics and
analysis, I doubt the necessity of a tertiary education for a
comprehension of those 'analytical techniques in decision
making of which DGNTE writes. Certainly, a proper mathe-
matical education is required to devise such methods, but no
more than Maths should ever be needed to employ them, as a
need to deal with any of the more esoteric branches of the study
could be dealt with — as long as the officer possesses a sound
background in secondary maths — by short application courses

A last point: I agree with all 'Master Ned' wrote decrying the
move of the first year of the Arts degree to the Naval College.
The acquisition of a 'major — the discipline upon which each
student chooses to base his degree — has been rendered very
difficult. The 'Naval Arts degree is no longer a proper Arts
degree. Psychology, economics, politics — all suffer it is ridic-
ulous that in starting a BA, three out of four subjects are those
found in a pure Science degree, it seems to me that the Navy
paid far too heavy a price for what was only a dubious improve-
ment in the standards of naval training — witness the failure rate
among the class I BAs last year.

Yours faithfully,

G.L. KNOX
Acting Sub Lieutenant, RAN

Dear Sir,

I have been following the controversy over the ADFA in the
pages of your journal, but still I am unable to form a clear picture
why anyone supports the project. So far, the basic concepts and
ideals behind the pro|ect, seem to me, to be, educationally
backward, politically naive, and economic nonsense

The main educational aims of a Service Officers Training
Program are three: professional expertise, a broad general
education, and development of basic maturity. The object of all
training programs is simple, to take a young man of sixteen to
eighteen years of age and turn him into a competent com-
mander of men. Under professional training I would group those
skills that are necessary for any officer to carry out his duties.
Much of this training will be specialized, and directed to one or
other of the Services, after all. the skills involved in being a patrol
boat commander are somewhat different to that of a platoon
commander Therefore professional training would necessarily
remain the province of the individual Service, and would not be
greatly affected by ADFA

This obviously does not exclude the large amount of inter-
service cooperation in training programs that already exists,
such as pilot training for aircraft, or staff work.

In the second area of educational aims, that of a broad
general education, designed to broaden an officer's outlook and
general personality, the ADFA excels Obviously the oppor-
tunity for cross fertilization of ideas and differing views between
the members of the different Services would be of great value
However, one is tempted to ask. would not still geater value be
gained from students attending one of our numerous univer-
sities or CAEs The input of diverse ideas would be even greater

On the third area of educational aims, that of basic maturity,
very little can be said. I doubt that any tertiary institution contri-
butes to the growth in maturity of any of its students, and it's most
unlikely that ADFA will be an exception to this generalization.

To call the ADFA project 'politically naive' is probably a little
harsh. However, in this age where public concern is votes, and
votes are money, no political stone should be left unturned
There is always a risk in large organizations of, what can best be
termed, a hot box effect. This refers merely to the members of
an organization turning in on themselves, and cutting them-
selves off from the rest of society This occurs principally in terms
of thought patterns. If young officers were sent to normal
universities they would be confronted with the need to defend
their views, often against other students who work from a totally
different frame of reference. It's true that some may leave the
Service as a result of such experience, but it is better that they
should leave rather than stay with ideals based on erroneous
and half understood conceptions. The men who remain would
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be stronger lor the experience, and the Services would benefit
correspondingly. Besides it seems useful to me that some
Service officers be made aware that not all university students
are 'long haired pinko radicals and some university students
learn that not all Service officers are 'fascist war mongers After
all the best publicity a Service could f~ave is the presence of
competent and pleasant young men amongst those who will
become the educated and articulate classes of our society

In the area of economics it seems even less |ustifiable to
construct ADFA In the final analysis it may be cheaper to run
than it would be to continue with separate Service institutions. I
have not seen the figures But there is no possibility that ADFA
would be cheaper than sending young officers to already estab-
lished civil universities It would cost thu government consider-
ably less, and has the added advantage to the Services that it
does not come out of an already meagr<! Defence budget

Where do all these observations lead? It seems that for
broad educational purposes and many technical fields, the
areas where ADFA is the more suitable than the present situ-
ation, it would be more advantageous for educational.political,
and economic reasons, to send younc officers to established
universities or CAEs

One other minor comparison, which was of interest to me
personally About twenty years ago various religious orders
began to send students to secular jniversities, instead of
running their own institutes, as they had done for the previous
thousand years or so It proved to be a very satisfactory alter-
ation, and it got the young men of the oiders involved in secular
society It seems that some men in the Defence Department are
determined to do the reverse, to create; some form of military.
monastic elite, instead of a Defence Service whose members
can easily take their place as part of Australian Society Perhaps
the new commandant ADFA should be a retired Lord Abbot

From what I have read so far. it seoms that little space has
been devoted to the educational side o' the project and a great
deal to the organizational side I feel that fundamental questions
about the broader education of officers r ave been either ignored
or not considered to any degree I would very much like to see a
clear presentation of the educational and professional require-
ments of young officers today, followec by a study of how they
can best be served, rather than a decision to build an ADFA and
then to fit the requirements into it

MA HEAD

(Brother)
Jesuit Theological College,

Parkville. Vic

Dear Sir,

I read Commodore Robertson s ar">cle in the February 1979
issue of the Journal with great interest and am in almost
complete agreement with all his arguments It has been my
experience that those pundits who declare that history neither
repeats itself nor holds valuable lessons for the future are those
who have read no history

The coincidences are too many What went on in Great
Britain during the Twenty years Truce bears too strong a
resemblance to what is happening in Australia today Very
properly. Commodore Robertson eschewed polemics and
concentrated upon a clear and precise argument that confined
itself to the 1920s and 30s It is my fear, however, that too many
will dismiss the piece as historical irrelevance But can such as
this be coolly dismissed as nonsense7

This approach to a national military strategy would have
provided a bedrock minimum on which to guide the
Services development. It woulo not necessarily have
eliminated the ramshackle, interlocking and constipated
defence decision making machinery, or got rid of out-
moded political decisions, but at It ast the debate to define
vital national interests might have encouraged a spirit of
freer inquiry into what Britain s strategic ob/ectives should
have been
A familiar note7 Perhaps, after all, he Minotaur is not slam

It is in my mind that if, in the very ne«.r future, we do not find
enough men of the mettle of Admiral Sir Herbert Richmond to

lead us out of the wilderness, in fifty years time a traveller from
Ireland

'... shall, in the midst of a vast solitude, take h/s stand on a
broken arch of King s Avenue Bridge to sketch the ruins of
the Defence Department.'
We have even been struck down by a repetition of the Ten

Years Rule It was quite astonishing to me how supposedly
intelligent men could arrive at and accept such a declaration of
no threat and even — if possible — more astonishing that they
should think of renewing it Had they never read European
history7 Let us hope that the fate of the Iranian Monarchy will act
as a timely warning.

Too much sloppy thinking, over-confidence, a preoccupa-
tion with technology, and, above all. a complete unwillingness to
read a little more history than the sort of There were eight bells
ringing, Temeraire. Temeraire It is a dismal picture

'Si/eunesse savait: si vieil/esse pouvait

Yours faithfully
JAMES GOLDRICK

Dear Sir.

As most AMI members are aware, the RAN Staff College
was opened on 15 January 1979 by Rear Admiral G R Griffiths.
DSO DSC and No 1 Staff Course of 14 students started that day
The Staff College is very conveniently located at HMAS
PENGUIN in a very well refurbished building equipped with all
necessary facilities, including a library

This library already features a good collection of books and
this will be steadily built upon with time One of the important
parts of a staff college library is of course a collection of
periodicals which report and comment upon international,
national and other events which may bear on defence

My purpose in writing is to suggest to members that some of
those books or periodicals in their possession, which have been
too good to throw out but perhaps are of no future use to them,
could be made useful in the Staff College Library The type of
book useful to the Staff College would need no explanation, but I
would be particularly grateful for back-copies of

The United States Naval Jan-Oct 1968 issues
Institute Proceedings May-Jun 1969 issues

August 1969 issue
November 1971 issue

May 1976 issue
May 1977issus

Adelphi Papers All back copies
Australian Journal of
Defence Studies All back copies
Australian Quarterly All back copies
Current Affairs Bulletin All back copies
The Economist All back copies
Far East and Australia All back copies
Flight Deck All back copies
International Defence
Review All back copies
Journal of Contemporary Asia All back copies
Journal of International Affairs All back copies
Journal of Strategic Studies All back copies
Naval Review All back copies
New Scientist Last 12 months
New Statesman Last 12 months
Round Table — C wealth Journal of
International Affairs All back copies
RUSI Journal All back copies
Survival All back copies

Any assistance ANI members can provide in completing our
sets of periodicals or adding to our book collection would be
greatly appreciated

Yours sincerely

N RALPH
(Director. RAN Staff College)
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FROM THE EDITOR

In this edition there is again a wide ranging series of articles. Professor Michael MccGwire's
article on the Development of Soviet Seapower, which was presented at SEALINK 78, SACLANT'S
Triannual Symposium, is a fascinating explanation of the rationale for the development of Soviet
Seapower; W.N. Swan gives an interesting account of a personal experience concerned with the
Australian Army in World War II and that prolific writer, 'Master Ned', has produced two interesting
articles, one on the attempts to censor the Naval Review and the other on a proposed RN sail
training scheme.

A separate index to the journal has been included in this edition. It is intended to issue a
complete up-to-date index every year in the February edition. Any suggestions with regard to
improving the layout of the index, including categorisation of subjects, would be welcomed.

It is encouraging to see the increase in the number of letters to the Editor, covering a wide
variety of subjects. One of particular interest is that from Brother M.A. Head concerning the ADFA. It
is hoped that this trend in the correspondence column will continue.

This is the last journal with which I will be associated as, due to a posting, I am unable to
continue as Editor. Commander W.S.G Bateman will be holding the reins of office from now on

FROM THE SECRETARY'S DESK

There are two recent changes approved by the Council in the management of the Institute's
affairs and which need to be brought to the attention of members.

The first concerns the publication, in each journal, of a list of the newly joined members of the
Institute together with their addresses. This will enable members to find out who the newly joined
members are and will enable Chapter Convenors to maintain an up-to-date list of members in their
area. Additionally the results of recruiting campaigns will be evident.

The second change concerns the procedures whereby annual subscriptions are renewed.
There is a considerable workload on the Treasurer and Secretary each year in collecting renewals
and our procedures, in the past, have not quite accorded with the by-laws and the constitution.
Briefly, the institute s financial year is from 1 October to 30 September and renewals are due by 1
October for the next year. The by-laws allow three months grace in which to pay i.e. the final date for
dues is 31 December. Unfortunately our reminder notices have always quoted a date of 31
December as the due date. As well the by-laws require that the Secretary must give two months
notice of lapsed subscription before a member's name can be struck off the Register of Members.

In future, subscription renewal notices will be included with the August journal but due to be paid
by 1 October. On 1 November the Secretary will advise in writing, members who have not paid, that
their subscriptions are now due and that if payment is not made by 31 December action will be taken
to remove a member's name from the Register of Members. A final reminder notice will be included
in the November journal.

As a matter of interest, last year many members responded to calls for subscription renewals
twice or more. To avoid over-subscription the Secretary will advise these members separately that
they will not need to renew their subscriptions this year.
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THE RATIONALE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET

SEAPOWER

By Michael MccGwire

This article was presented at SEALINK 78, SACLANT'S Triannual Symposium, held at Annapolis in
June 1978 and is reproduced in the Journal by kind permission of the author

My task is to explain the rationale for the de-
velopment of Soviet seapower; to focus on the
why of current developments rather than the
what. This distinction is impor ant, since it leads
one to emphasise a different range of factors,,
each relevant to different levels of threat analy-
sis.

The what of Soviet seapower provides the
basis for contingency planning, where we focus
on enemy capabilities and our own requirements,
and the aim is to identify the most dangerous
course of Soviet action, rather than the most like-
ly. This is the military/tactical level of analysis.

By contrast, analysis at the politico/strategic
level is primarily concerned to identify the most
likely courses of Soviet action. This means we
focus primarily on the why of Soviet policy and, by
identifying the rationale behind past develop-
ments, we gain some understanding of the ob-
jectives and the constraints which will shape pol-
icy in the future This requires us to look at Soviet
interests, and while it's hard to be certain of what
they see as being in their interests, it is much eas-
ier to identify what is against their interests. We
also have to consider intentions which, given
continuity of government, tenc to be remarkably
stable at the politico-strategic level. But prob-
ably the most important step i:; to assess Soviet
capabilities in terms of the requirements they are
designed to meet, and decide whether there is a
surplus or shortfall of capabilities over these re-
quirements.

A major difference between the two levels of
analysis is the stance of the analyst At the mil-
itary/tactical contingency-planning level, he is
looking at the situation primarily from the West s
point of view and focusing on Western threat per-
ceptions and vulnerabilities. At the politico/stra-
tegic level, the analyst is looking at it from the
Russians' point of view and focusing on Soviet
threat perceptions and vulnerabilities, before
considering the range of opportunities that are
open to them.

Obviously these different viewpoints yield
very different pictures, and the level of analysis
explains much of the apparent divergence of
views concerning the Soviet threat. Both levels of
analysis are essential, since they provide the two

THE SPEAKER

Professor Michael MccGwire served in the Royal Navy
during World War II and then undertook Russian lang-
uage training He did exchange service with the RAN
in the late 1940s and on return to the UK pursued a
normal Service Officers career, making use of his
Russian mterpretership qualification He served as
Assistant Naval Attache, Moscow and his last appoint
ment was in the Directorate of Naval Intelligence as a
Commander On retirement he took an economics
degree and has pursued an academic career ever
since. He is now Professor of Defence Studies in the
Political Science Faculty at Dalhousie University, Nova
Scotia. He is well known and well respected as a writer
and lecturer of seapower matters, particularly those
concerned with Russian seapower.
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components of the threat equation: the type of
enemy action which could take place; and the
likelihood that such action will take place. The op-
erational commander is required to focus on the
first component, but higher level policy-making in
peacetime requires the judicious balancing of
both. I am going to give you my understanding of
the second.

I am going to focus on the naval element of
seapower, although towards the end I will touch
briefly on other aspects of Soviet ocean policy. I
will concentrate mainly on the last seventeen
years, because contemporary naval policy, and
indeed Soviet defence policy as a whole, stems
from 1961; that is, the year before Cuba. But to
understand this policy we must reach much
further back in time, not least because most of the
warships now in service stem from design decis-
ions taken before that date.

For evidence, I draw on what the Soviets say
and what they do. But I pay particular attention to
their warship building programmes, because
these reflect high level decisions about the allo-
cation of scarce resources. Detailed analysis of
these programmes allows one to identify the tim-
ing and the substance of past policy decisions
and of subsequent shifts in policy, reflecting
changes in Soviet perceptions of the threat, and
the evolution of their naval requirements.

Let me start by reminding you that for the last
200 years or so, Russia's navy has generally
been the third or fourth largest in the world, al-
though its effectiveness fluctuated widely. Russia
used naval forces in the eighteenth century to
gain control of her Baltic and Black Sea coasts
and, four times between 1768 and 1827, she de-
ployed sizeable squadrons to the Mediterranean
for a year or more. For three of these deploy-
ments ships were drawn from the Baltic Fleet and
were used in operations against the southern
side of the Black Sea exits during the wars with
Turkey.

But increasingly thereafter, Russia found
herself confronting predominantly maritime pow-
ers. In the Black Sea, Britain used her naval
strength to prevent Russian gains at the expense
of the failing Ottoman Empire; Britain intervened
directly in what we call the Crimean War, extend-
ing her naval operations against Russia to the
Baltic, White Sea, and Pacific, and the subse-
quent peace treaty forbade Russia a Black Sea
Fleet. Twenty years later in the eighth Russo-
Turkish War, British pressure ensured that
Russia did not gain control of the Straits. In the
Far East, Russo-Japanese rivalry culminated in
the disastrous war of 1904/5, and the loss of two
Russian Fleets. In consequence. Russia's naval
policy was increasingly dominated by the require-
ment to defend four, widely separated fleet areas

against maritime powers who could concentrate
their forces at will.

It is therefore wrong to suggest that Russia
has only recently awoken to the significance of
seapower. She used it in the past to her own ad-
vantage, but more often has seen its long arm
used against her. Over the years she committed
very substantial resources to naval construction,
and the major warship building programme which
was initiated after the Second World War, was
the fourth attempt in 65 years to build up a strong
Russian fleet: 1880; 1910; 1928; and 1945. But
national strategy involves setting priorities and
balancing competing claims for scarce
resources. Russia was predominantly a land
power; the only threats to her territorial existence
had come by land; the army was the basis of
security at home, and of influence beyond her
borders.

Substantial naval forces were indeed requir-
ed to defend against assault from the sea, and to
thwart attempts by maritime powers to dictate the
outcome of events in areas adjoining Russia But
these forces were seen as an expensive neces-
sity, rather than as a preferred instrument of over-
seas policy. One of the questions I will address at
the end is the extent to which this attitude per-
sists today.

These perceptions of Russia's naval require-
ments were reinforced during the inter-war years.
Between 1918 and 1921, Western navies provid-
ed vital support to the forces of counter-revolu-
tion. And then a naval arms race built up during
the thirties. With traditional enmities now reinfor-
ced by a deep ideological cleavage, the Soviet
Union was a beleaguered state and had to take
account of Japan in the Pacific, the Germans in
the Baltic, and the possibility of the Italians join-
ing the Turks in the Black Sea; plus, of course, the
world-wide capabilities of the American, British
and the French navies.

During the thirties the Soviet Union devoted
substantial resources both to warship construct-
ion and to improving its naval capabilities: by link-
ing the three western areas by inland waterway;
by upgrading existing shipyards; and by building
major new ones, safe from coastal assault, in the
North, in the Pacific and on the Volga. Through-
out most of the thirties the Soviets only had the
industrial capacity to build smaller units, and they
concentrated mainly on submarines, torpedo
boats and naval aircraft. But by the end of the
Third Five Year Plan in 1943 they planned to have
a navy of 19 battleship/battlecruisers, 20 cruis-
ers, 160 destroyers, over 1,500 naval aircraft,
and no less than 340 submarines.

This sounds a substantial foce, but in fact it
would have been no larger than the Japanese
Navy was in 1941, and much less powerful. And,
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of course, this force had to be shared between
four fleet areas. In June 1941 the Soviets had the
most numerous submarine force in the world, but
the great majority of these units had been design-
ed to defend the home fleet areas against naval
incursions.

The second world war confirmed Russia s
belief that ground forces were' the basis of her
national security. However, at Ihe end of the war
her most likely opponents were now the tradition-
al maritime powers, who had not only been
responsible for the capitalist intervention during
the Revolution, but had recently demonstrated
their capacity to project continental scale armies
over vast distances of sea, and to support their
operations ashore. The likelihood of maritime in-
vasion of the Baltic and Black Sea coasts was
considered substantial. The Baltic gave access
to the lines of communication with the Western
front: the Black Sea would allcw the invaders to
bypass Russia s traditional defence in depth; and
the rivers, instead of serving as defensive
barriers, would provide the invaders with easy
access to Russia's industrial heartlands In
enemy hands, the Black Sea became a grenade
in Russia s gut.

In 1945, Russia had a powerful army but
lacked a battle-worthy fleet, and the navy there-
fore received relatively high priority in the rebuild-
ing process, with force requirements largely car-
ried over from before the war The new, twenty-
year naval construction programme planned to
build no less than 1,200 submarines. We know
that for certain, and I reckon that they also plan-
ned to build some 200 escorts, 200 destroyers,
about 36 cruisers, 4 battlecrui;;ers and 4 aircraft
carriers during this period, plus a mass of torpedo
boats, gun boats and subchasers, and some
5,000 aircraft in the naval airforce. Large
numbers, but of course nothing compared to the
size of the combined Western navies at the end of
the war, and even the submarines fall into per-
spective when divided between the four fleet
areas. The pre-war concept of defence in depth
and coordinated attacks by air, submarine and
surface units were carried ove>r. About 1,000 of
the 1,200 submarines were intended for the de-
fence of the home fleet areas, and the carriers
were probably intended to extend fighter cover in
the North and the Pacific.

However, in 1954. as a consequence of the
post-Stalin policy review, the Soviet leadership
downgraded the threat of seaborne invasion and
gave first priority to the dangers of a surprise nu-
clear attack by strategic bombers The naval
threat from the West was seen in more limited
terms of nuclear strikes by earner-borne aircraft,
primarily against naval base areas. This engen-
dered a radical reappraisal of naval requirements
and the decision to place primary reliance on long

range cruise missiles, which would be carried by
small to medium surface ships, diesel submar-
ines and aircraft. The operational concept relied
on the reach, the payload and the accuracy of
these weapons as a substitute for large numbers
of weapon platforms. However, the missile sys-
tem had yet to be developed.

Khrushchev brought 45 year-old Gorshkov
to Moscow to implement these decisions. The
building of cruisers was checked in mid-course:
the mass-production of medium-type submar-
ines, then building at 72 units a year, was sharply
tapered to a halt: and while the destroyer, escort
and sub-chaser programmes ran their full course,
their successor classes were put back four years.
This represented a sixty per cent cut in annual
production tonnage, enabling substantial resour-
ces to be released from warship construction to
the domestic economy, and seven of the thirteen
largest building ways were reassigned to the con-
struction of fish factory and merchant ships. This
shift of resources from naval to commercial con-
struction was an important indication of Soviet
priorities in the use of the sea.

The new concept of operations was predicat-
ed on engaging enemy carrier groups within the
range of shore-based air cover. It envisaged co-
ordinated missile attacks by strike aircraft, diesel
submarine and large destroyers. These newly-
designed units, the Badger C strike aircraft, the
Juliet and Longbin missile submarines, and the
Kynda missile ship, were planned to begin enter-
ing service in 1962

However, by 1958 the key premise, that
shore-based air cover would be available over
the encounter zone, had been falsified by in-
creases in the range of carrier-borne aircraft. This
allowed U.S. carriers to strike at Russia with nu-
clear weapons from the Eastern Mediterranean
and the South Norwegian Sea. To meet this
threat from distant sea areas it was decided to
place primary emphasis on nuclear submarines,
which would be able to outflank the West s
surface and air superiority. Plans were therefore
put in hand to double nuclear submarine product-
ion to 10 boats a year, with deliveries to begin in
1968. The recently authorised diesel submarine
programmes were cancelled and as an exped-
ient, their long-range missile systems were used
to reconfigure nuclear hull/propulsion units as
SSGN, the Echo classes. Meanwhile, the de-
velopment of a horizon-range submarine missile
with organic target location was put in hand.

At this same period in 1957/58, a require-
ment to extend the range of ASW coverage pro-
vided by shore-based helicopters was identified,
particularly in Northern waters This generated
the requirement for the Moskva class of anti-
submarine helicopter carriers.
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So far, I have only talked of those forces di-
rectly involved in the defence of the home fleet
areas, and I must now back-track to pick up the
task of strategic delivery. At the end of the war,
the diesel submarine/torpedo was the only wea-
pon system available to the Soviets which had
the range and payload to bring atomic weapons
to bear on North America. This, combined with
the navy's traditional emphasis on long-range in-
terdiction, led to the navy being given the task of
strategic delivery. A nuclear warhead for a
torpedo was probably developed by 1954 and a
ballistic missile was fired from a submarine in
1955. This led to a family of four classes of stra-
tegic delivery submarine which began delivery in
1958: two diesel. the Foxtrot and Golf, and two
nuclear, the November and Hotel, one of each
armed only with torpedoes, and the other carry-
ing missiles. However, technological inadequa-
cies, coupled with advances in American anti-
submarine capabilities meant that at least three
of these four classes were unable to meet plan-
ned operational requirements. The torpedo-arm-
ed units were therefore re-tasked, the role of the
missile-armed units was curtailed, plans for the
navy's future contribution to strategic delivery
were cancelled and. as we have seen, the
second half-generation of nuclear hull/propul-
sion units were reconfigured for the anti-carrier
role.

This brings us up to the crucial year of 1961.
but before moving forward let me summarise
what I have said. During its first forty years.
Soviet naval policy and the allocation of resour-
ces to naval construction reflected their percept-
ions of the threat of assault on Russia from the
sea. After World War II we see first the mass-
construction programmes designed to meet a
misperceived threat, which was incorrectly infer-
red from the capitalists' war-inflated navies and
from a Marxist prognosis of history This is follow-
ed by savage cuts in shipyard allocations when
the likelihood of seaborne invasion was realised
to be low. And then we have the heavy invest-
ment in nuclear submarine construction facil it ies.
responding to the new and correctly-perceived
threat from carrier-borne strike aircraft, and to the
need to oppose them in Western-dominated wa-
ters.

Meanwhile, Soviet efforts to develop a
counter to the maritime capability of the West
were continually thwarted by technological ad-
vances, which rendered programme after
programme obsolescent before the units had
even entered service. Of the 23 classes whose
construction was decided on in the late 40s, only
five of the earlier surface types ran to schedule
By the middle 50s, all programmes had been radi-
cally altered. Nor did the decisions taken in the
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1954 and 1957/58 periods fan; any better, and
we have a continuing picture of cancellations,
adaptations and expedients These facts are im-
portant to current Western assessments since, in
crude terms, some 80°° of the Soviet Navy s dis-
tant water surface units and ever 70% of their
submarines stem from design decisions taken
during these years.

As we move into the current period, we must
broaden our perspective and I want to focus brief-
ly on a significant double shift (or wiggle) in Soviet
defence policy during a twenty month period in
1960/61. In January 1960, Khrushchev
announced the result of what appears to have
been a thorough-going defence review, which in-
cluded the formation of the Strategic Rocket
Force, its designation as the primary arm of the
nation's defence, a substantial reorganisation of
military research and development, and the cut-
ting back of conventional ground forces. Given
Khrushchev's faith in nuclear m ssiles and his be-
lief that nuclear war would be suicidal, the new
policy could only indicate a shift in emphasis to-
wards the Western concept of nuclear deter-
rence, and away from the traditional reliance on
balanced forces and a war-fighting capability. But
by October 1961 the shift had been reversed and
at the 22nd Party Congress, Marshall Malinov-
sky's speech clearly indicated a return to the tra-
ditional military values. Meanwhile, a thorough-
going reappraisal of what was involved in war
fighting with nuclear weapons and the develop-
ment of a whole series of consequential policies
appears to have been put in hand.

What caused this reversal, which was clearly
a blow to Khrushchev's policies and vindicated
those who argued that professional military opin-
ion should prevail in matters of national defence?
Bureaucratic politics is too facile an explanation
and there must have been some significant
change in what Soviets call the 'objective fac-
tors" to have tilted a recently achieved balance of
opinion within the leadership, back to earlier pol-
icies. By far the most plausible would be a
change in threat perceptions and the only new
development in this period which could both have
engendered such a re-evaluaiion of threat, and
prompted the various new measures which can
be dated to this period, was the range of defence
policy decisions announced by President Ken-
nedy shortly after taking office in January 1961
These included a very sharp acceleration of the
Polaris programme and a doubling of the planned
production rate of solid-fuel ICBM, which would
be deployed in underground silos remote from
existing centres of population Perhaps equally
important in terms of Soviet threat perceptions
was the crusading rhetoric of the new administra-
tion, with its willingness to go any place, pay any
price, and the detached logic of the tough-mind-
ed academic strategists who were thinking the

unthinkable, and developing theories of limited
nuclear war. In the circumstances it is perhaps
not surprising that the Soviet leadership decided
that they could not rely on nuclear deterrence,
despite its obvious economic attractions, and ap-
plied themselves instead to the problems of fight-
ing and winning a nuclear war. the likelihood of
which appeared to have increased

To understand the cluster of decisions which
were taken in 1961. four related points concern-
ing Soviet military doctrine must be borne in
mind. First, Marxism sees international relations
as conflictual. and the Soviet Union has always
taken the possibility of major war very seriously
While its assessments as to the likelihood of war
with the West have varied over the years, the
Soviet leadership has never wavered in its belief
that a strong military capability is the best way of
making it less likely.

Which leads to the second point. Soviet mil-
itary doctrine does not separate out the idea of
'nuclear deterrence" from the general concept of
defence. Defence of the Soviet Union depends
on the capability to repel, or at least absorb any
attack, and then go on to win the subsequent war.
The Soviets obviously hope that their defence
capability will be sufficient to dissuade an aggres-
sor, which is of course deterrence in its tradit-
ional sense. But the crucial distinction between
this and the Western concept of nuclear deter-
rence is implicit in the comment that "if the de-
terrent has to be used, it will have failed". The
Soviets do not entertain such ideas. Should war
come, their defence will only have failed if their
armed forces are unable to recover and go on to
final victory. This emphasis on defence through
war fighting is central to Soviet military doctrine.
While Western theory saw nuclear weapons as a
means of threatening "unacceptable damage to
Russia, the Soviet Union saw them as adjuncts to
its war fighting capability. Where the West
thought in terms of credibility, argued about the
arcane merits of counterforce and countervalue.
or worried about stabilising and destabilising de-
velopments, the Soviets focused on achieving
victory in war. It is true that Khrushchev, and Mal-
enkov before him, expressed the opinion that
there could be no winners in nuclear war. and as
we have seen, advocated some form of deter-
rence policy, partly as a means of reducing
expenditure on defence. But in the final analysis,
neither was successful, because the security-
conscious collective leadership was unwilling to
base the defence on the homeland on an untest-
ed theoretical construct

Which leads to the third point. This readiness
to think through the implications of the nuclear
arms race does not imply that the Soviet Union
would willingly embark on nuclear war with the
West. Marxist-Leninist theory lays down that the
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initiation of war as a deliberate act of policy can
only be justified if (a) victory is virtually certain,
and (b) the gains clearly outweigh the costs.
Neither of these criteria can be met since by def-
inition such a war would be a world war and again
by definition, world war involves a fight to the fin-
ish between the two social systems. Defeat
would be synonymous with extinction and victory
with survival. It is this catastrophic consequence
of defeat which explains why. despite the admit-
tedly low probability of such a war occurring at the
present time, preparations to fight and win one
continue to be given such high priority within the
Soviet Union.

Which brings us to the fourth point. Plans to
cover the contingency of world war must provide
for two equally important sets of objectives. The
first focuses on extirpating the capitalist system.
by such means as destroying its forces in being,
its war making potential and its structure of gov-
ernment. The second set focuses on preserving
the socialist system which, besides protecting
the structure of government and ensuring the
survival of some proportion of the working popu-
lation and industrial base, must also aim to
secure an alternative economic base which can
contribute to the rebuilding of a socialist society.
The implications of these dual sets of objectives

are fairly self-evident, particularly in regard to the
requirements for effective civil defence, the prior-
ity in locating ABM sites, the preferred size of mis-
sile inventories, and the importance of NATO
Europe as an alternative economic base.

In the light of these four points, let us now
consider the impact of the Kennedy decisions on
Soviet naval developments. Acceleration of the
Polaris programme highlighted a trend which has
been alluded to repeatedly in Soviet pronounce-
ments, namely the shift in emphasis from land to
sea-based nuclear delivery systems, which the
Soviets claimed constituted one-third of the U.S.
inventory in 1966, rising to one-half in 1970. What
underlay this shift in emphasis? When Polaris
first became operational, its most vaunted char-
acteristic was its invulnerability, which, to Wes-
tern deterrence theory, provided an "assured re-
sponse". But from the Soviet point of view, the
more important implication of this invulnerability
was that these missiles could be held back from
the initial nuclear exchange, with the fair certain-
ty that they would remain available for use at a
subsequent stage of the war. So, too, could
carrier-based nuclear strike aircraft

The capacity of sea-based systems to sur-
vive the initial exchange impacted on two aspects
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of Soviet military doctrine. Firs.t strategic reser-
ves. Largely ignored by nuclear deterrence
theory, the requirement for strategic reserves is
integral to the concept of warfighting with nuclear
weapons. Soviet strategy mus' assume that the
availability of nuclear weapons may be critical at
certain stages of a world war, and that sole pos-
session of a substantial capability is likely to de-
termine the final outcome of the war and the polit-
ical structure of the post-war oeriod. Since the
West was acquiring sea-based systems which
could be withheld from the initial exchange, the
Soviet Union had at least to me.tch this capability
for deferred strikes. But the military planners had
also to provide against the emergence of
capitalist power-bases outside the NATO area.
And then of course, there was always the ques-
tion mark over China.

The second aspect was the potential avail-
ability of NATO Europe as an alternative base
from which to help rebuild the socialist system. Of
course this meant that Western Europe must be
occupied rather than ravaged, and required a
concept of political and military operations that
limited battle damage to the minimum. But the im-
portance of Europe in this role was increased by
the fact that America had no comparable option,
since potential areas like Canada were targetted
by Russia. However, this advantage would be
lost if, after the occupation of Europe, Western
sea-based strategic systems could deny Russia
its use

Of the problems which faced the Soviets in
1961, the simplest was to provide the sea-based
systems to serve as the national strategic re-
serve Although the navy had previously been re-
lieved of its strategic strike role, the Soviets were
already committed to increasing nuclear
submarine construction from 5 to 10 units a year,
with deliveries starting in 196fi. It was therefore
possible to change the plannec configuration-mix
of this second full generation, so as to provide 6
ballistic missile units a year for the 10-years pro-
duction run 1968-77. This did however cause
major disruption to shipyard assembly facilities,
the SSBN being almost twice as large as the at-
tack submarines which had originally been pro-
jected.

Given their problems with the West's anti-
submarine capability, it seerns likely that the
1.600-mile SS-N-6 carried by tie Yankee was an
interim solution, with the 4,200-mile SS-N-6,
which could be fired from home waters, as their
final objective

In contrast, the problem of providing a coun-
ter to Western sea-based systems was im-
mensely complex. However, the triple potential of

these systems, as part of the initial exchange, as
the core of the strategic reserve, and as the
means of preventing Soviet use of NATO Eur-
ope, meant they ranked high among the various
threats to Russia. And paradoxically, the most
important objective, that of denying the West the
option of withholding nuclear weapons for use at
a later stage of the war, would be somewhat sim-
pler to achieve than the less critical aim of limiting
damage during the initial exchange. To achieve
the first objective, it should only be necessary to
pose a threat to sea-based systems that was suf-
ficient to persuade the West to use those wea-
pons while it could. This required that US. wea-
pon platforms be attacked at the very onset of war
and meant that Soviet forces would have to be
within weapon-range contact at the vital moment.
In the case of ships and submarines, they must
already be deployed in the sea areas of threat.

Herein lies the genesis of the Soviet Navy s
shift to forward deployment and, as I bring the
story through to the present, let me emphasise
that for the time being I will continue to focus ex-
clusively on the navy's war-related mission. I will
come back to the emergence of the peacetime
role later on, but on the basis of a fair amount of
evidence I remain convinced that strategic
imperatives of the kind I outlined provided both
necessary and sufficient causes for the decision
that, despite its manifest inadequacies, the
Soviet Navy should be required to move forward
in strategic defence.

The shift to forward deployment appears to
have been decided in principle by the end of
1961, but the debate about means continued until
1963/64 and, as Gorshkov has said, the new
requirements demanded "the organic restructur-
ing of the fleet and the reorientation of traditional
naval policy and operational habits". The policy
that finally emerged was shaped by several per-
sistent tendencies. First, we have the spirit of
technical and conceptual innovation and a readi-
ness to adopt new but unproven technological
advances Second, a keen awareness that the
best is the enemy of the good and, particularly
where defensive responses are involved, a
willingness to invest in ten-percent solutions, ra-
ther than wait until the complete answer is found.
Third, a belief in the progressive application of
new concepts and capabilities, as they become
available; there are often discrete phases of Init-
ial, Interim, and Final Application. In part, this is
the "Don't just sit there, DO something" syn-
drome, but it is also a conscious form of opera-
tional evaluation and development. Fourth, they
are prepared to take a very long-term view, and to
persist with a problem until some type of solution
is achieved.
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Fifth, we have ground-force domination of
military strategy and military policy which has, at
times, required the navy to undertake tasks which
violated traditional naval assumptions and has
forced the development or radical concepts.
Sixth, the heavy emphasis on a combined arms
approach to military problems. This has had an
invigorating effect on the development of Soviet
naval doctrine, which has come to incorporate
what are essentially ground-force concepts. It
has also ensured that the resources of all rele-
vant branches are deployed to meet any serious
threat to the homeland, including those which
come from the sea. And seventh, there is the
concept of area defence, which is fundamental to
Soviet naval strategy, and is worth elaborating.

The concept of area defence is based on two
main zones: an inner one, where local superiority
of force allows command of the sea to be secur-
ed; and an outer zone, where command of the
sea is actively contested. The greater part of So-
viet naval policy and procurement since the
1920s can be explained in terms of their attempts
to extend their maritime defence perimeter and,
within it, the zone of effective command.

As you know, the Soviet Navy is split be-
tween four widely separated areas. If these in-
dividual fleets are to be ensured the superiority of
force necessary to establish command in their re-
spective areas, they must be able to deny the en-
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emy the opportunity to concentrate their forces
against any one fleet. This is most economically
achieved by denying him physical access to the
fleet areas. In this particular respect, Russia is
favoured by her geography. Three of her main
fleet areas comprise semi-enclosed seas, and
access to the Northern Fleet is canalised by ice
during much of the year. Only Petropavlosk lacks
any geographical advantage of this kind.

Until 1961 the navy's primary concern was
therefore to extend the inner zone of effective
command to these natural defensive barriers,
which would be seized by Soviet forces in the
event of war. The outer zones did not reach far
beyond these geographic constrictions and were
primarily seen as areas where the reinforcement
of the enemy forces defending tnese barriers
could be interdicted. It was therefore natural that
part of the Soviet response to the threat from
Western sea-based strategic systems was to ex-
tend their outer defence zone, but this could only
provide a partial solution. A comprehensive
answer to the problem required some means of
knowing continuously the world-wide location of
strategic delivery units, and the capability to
strike them on command. This would be hard
enough to achieve against carrier task forces;
against ballistic missile submarines the problem
was truly daunting. The Soviets nevertheless em-
barked on this difficult and expensive road and
their incremental approach to the problem was
typical. First, do what you can, with what is avail-
able. Meanwhile, put in hand a series of projects,
ranging from the short to the very long term, each
aimed at progressively improving that capability
and ultimately achieving an acceptable solution.

The Soviet response involved two overlap-
ping concepts, area defence and long-range in-
terdiction and in terms of operational deploy-
ment, the ordering of priorities was fairly clear.
Set at 1500 miles (the range of the Polaris A-2
missile) and centred on Moscow, the arc of threat
took in the Norwegian Sea and the Eastern Med-
iterranean, areas where Western strike forces
were already operating. Extended to 2500 miles
(the range of the A-3 missile) the arc cut across
the Atlantic from beyond Greenland to the African
coast abreast the Canaries and then crossed the
Arabian Sea between the Horn of Africa and
Bombay.

The first requirement was to extend the limits
of the outer defence zone to the 1500 mile arc of
threat and then progressively develop the cap-
ability to contest, and perhaps ultimately to deny,
the use of these areas by Western strategic sys-
tems. Initially, this would involve an increasingly
active naval presence, backed by shorebased
missiles and aircraft. But new systems would be
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required to counter the submar ne threat in these
areas.

The second requirement was to acquire the
capability for naval and air operations beyond this
outer defence zone, in order to develop a coun-
ter to the longer-range Polaris A-3 system and its
successors, and also to cover carrier deploy-
ments from American bases In the short term
these distant operations might nave to depend on
the availability of naval shore facilities in forward
areas But in the longer term it was hoped to de-
velop autonomous systems which would not
have to rely on the good will of foreign rulers and
would provide a truly world-wide response to the
threat of strikes from the sea.

Such a policy is easy enough to describe, but
besides the intrinsic difficulties; of target location
and kill, we must recall some of the prevailing cir-
cumstances. First, the Soviet Navy was at a low
ebb in 1961, as a result of the cut-backs in naval
construction which stemmed 'rom the 1954 de-
cisions, and the further disruptions arising from
the reversal of plans in 1957/58. All the existing
surface force and many of the submarines had
been designed to operate within shorebased air
cover, most of the current building programmes
were configured against the carrier threat, and
60°o of their future nuclear submarine construc-
tion was reserved for strategic strike.

Second, the Soviet Navy was being required
to move forward into sea areas where the West
enjoyed overwhelming maritime preponderance.
The concept of relying on the freedom of the seas
and the "protection of peace' to safeguard the
deployment of ill-armed ships (particularly in the
Mediterranean) was a daring concept, given the
general tenor of the Western strategic debate at
that time, which included maritime countermeas-
ures against Soviet pressure on Berlin

And third, the army-dominated Soviet lead-
ership was sceptical of surface ships, and even
when they conceded a requirement for such for-
ces it had to be met from within the navy's ship-
building allocation

The surface ship programmes give a good
indication of the new priorites and during the
1960s we see a shift from anti-surface to anti-
submarine systems and an increased emphasis
on survivability As an interim measure, the ASW
and SAM systems from the Kynda and Kresta
programmes were used to convert Kotlin and
Krupny into anti-submarine ships. The Kynda.
which Khruschev described as a "floating coffin"
at its commissioning ceremony, was cancelled at
four ships, the yard facilities being used to build
four extra Kashin. The Moskva programme was
cancelled at two units and its ASW and SAM sys-

tems were applied to the Krestas, changing their
primary configuration from anti-surface to anti-
submarine. The Moskva would not be cost/effec-
tive for distant-water operations, and it was there-
fore replaced by the Kievs, with over twice the
aircraft capacity and a better defence capability.
The Moskva weapon-systems were reassigned
to the Kresta programme.

Looking ahead to the end of the Kashin pro-
gramme, its success or Krivak would be special-
ised for ASW, as would a new cruiser-size ship
the Kara. However, to build both Kara and Krivak
and complete the Kresta II programme it would
be necessary to drop the escort-sized ship from
the inventory and not provide a replacement for
Petya. The effect of these decisions was to intro-
duce a growing distinction in characteristics and
capabilities between ship-types intended primar-
ily for distant deployments, and those designed to
operate within range of shore-based air cover
and other forms of support. Meanwhile, no pro-
vision was made for an increase in afloat support

In relation to the new requirements being lev-
ied on the navy, this allocation of resources to
shipbuilding was niggardly, the more so when we
consider the scale of naval construction which
had been authorised in the West at this time. And
we can say with some certainty that in the first
half of the sixties, the navy was still seen as an
expensive necessity, rather than as a useful in-
strument of overseas policy.

The first phase of the shift to forward deploy-
ment, involving the progressive extension of the
outer defence zone, lasted through 1967. In the
Norwegian Sea it was not all that difficult to
increase the range of Northern and Baltic Fleet
operations and it became standard practice for
Northern Fleet units to deploy whenever signifi-
cant Western forces operated in the area, car-
riers being targetted by Soviet surface, air and
submarine missile systems.

In the Mediterranean, where the Sixth Fleet
was permanently deployed, and Russia had just
been evicted from its Albanian base, the problem
was immeasurably greater A sustained
presence was not attempted until 1964 and, in
the absence of shore support facilities, opera-
tional activity remained low and intermittent. The
main emphasis was on trailing the strike carriers
when they operated in the Eastern Mediterran-
ean and, since missile carrying units were only
sometimes present, it can be assumed that this
target location data was for use by shore-based
systems such as ballistic missiles and strike air-
craft based in South West Russia. The Soviets
did not begin to achieve an effective naval cap-
ability in the Mediterranean until they gained ac-
cess to Egyptian port facilities and airfields as the
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result of the 1967 war. Thereafter we see a pro-
gressive improvement in terms of numbers and
combat effectiveness until about 1972, when the
trend levels off. By then, both in the Norwegian
Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean, the Soviet
Navy could deploy an effective challenge to the
strike carrier. There was however no comparable
capability against the Polaris submarine in these
areas, despite the steadily increasing emphasis
on ASW.

The second phase of the shift to forward de-
ployment began in 1967. This took in the 2,500
mile circle of threat and also addressed the prob-
lem of the fleet bases in North America and their
transit routes across the Atlantic. After testing
and rejecting the feasibility of providing mid-
ocean support we see the search for shore facili-
ties with Cienfuegos in Cuba, Conakry in Guinea
and Berbera in Somalia as the chosen hosts. A
Cuban base would reduce submarine time-in-
transit to the attachment area off America's eas-
tern seaboard from 20 days to about four West
Africa, or better still the Cape Verde Islands, gave
access to the Cape Verde Basin, straddling the
Mediterranean approaches. Somalia provided a
point d'appui in the north-west quadrant of the In-
dian Ocean. This latter is often misread as the
Soviets rushing in to fill a vacuum left by the Brit-
ish, but the hydrographic precursors to the Soviet
deployment were active in the area during 1967,
at a time when the British defence policy was still
firmly committed to its role east of Suez. Mean-
while, the Arabian Sea provides better target cov-
erage of Russia and China than any other sea
area. Long-standing Soviet suspicions about its
use as a launch area for Polaris and Poseidon
had been fuelled by the 1963 agreement to build
a U.S. Navy VLF communications station at

North West Cape in Australia, and then
reinforced by the 1966 agreement on the combin-
ed UK/US use of Diego Garcia, with America
paying the costs of developing the base.

By 1971, the pattern of deployment was
clearly established, and by 1972/73 the progres-
sive build-up had levelled off. There is little doubt
that during the later stages of this extended pro-
cess some of the original reasons for the shift to
forward deployment would have been eroded
and overHajii with new ones, including the navy's
emerging peacetime role. Nevertheless, we
should not underestimate the persistence of the
original rationale, which stemmed from the Soviet
emphasis on contingency planning for world war.
And while a fuller realisation of the problems in
countering Polaris may have cast doubt on the
value of these interim measures, this would have
been balanced by the chastening discovery dur-
ing the first phase of just how long it took their
navy to develop any effective operational capa-
bility in distant sea areas.

The decisions taken between 1961 and 1964
go a long way towards explaining the present
structure of the Soviet navy and a substantial part
of its operational practices and patterns of de-
ployment. But of course policies evolve and new
requirements emerge, and towards the end of the
sixties a cluster of developments combined to
have an effect on the navy's war-related prior-
ities.

Probably the most significant were the
reports in 1967/68 that the U.S. Navy was intend-
ing to develop two new classes of submarine for
service in 1973/74, one very fast and the other
very silent, the latter being specifically designed
to operate against Soviet SSBN. This, of course
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had major implications in terms of the Soviet de-
cision to embody a substantial part of the nation's
strategic reserve in ballistic missile submarines
It highlighted the requirement to defend the new
Soviet SSBN force, just then beginning to enter
service, against U.S. incursions.

Meanwhile, as more anti-submarine
systems became available, mounted in surface
ships, submarines and aircraft it must have be-
come increasingly clear that however innovative,
these traditional ASW methods had inherent limi-
tations and an effective solution to the Polaris/
Poseideon problem would have to wait on the re-
sults of research and development still in pro-
gress.

Taken together, these two developments en-
gendered a shift in operational emphasis away
from developing a conventiona ASW capability in
the outer defence zones (including the Eastern
Mediterranean), to extending the inner defence
zones in the Northern fleet area and in the Pacific
off Kamchatka, and providing them with water-
tight ASW defences. Because ASW forces can
be brushed aside by superior force, it would be
necessary to maintain command of these two sea
areas and since shore-based air was unlikely to
be available after the initial exchange, sea-based
air would be needed to deal with enemy airborne
ASW systems.

Quite separate to these problems with the
West, developments during 1969 meant that the
possibility of war with China increased, and with it
the requirement to supply the Far Eastern Front.
It had to be assumed that the Trans-Siberian rail-
way would be cut and, since the arrival of sup-
plies by sea would be time-c'itical, the Soviets
might well want to ship down through the Persian
Gulf, using the route the Allies used during the two
World Wars. Be that or not, the serious possibility
of war with China increased the strategic signifi-
cance of the north west Indian Ocean to Soviet
defence interests, and the importance of having a
base in the area

This brings the Soviets, war-related role
through to the present but belore moving on, let
me touch briefly on specific wartime missions.
Bear in mind the two fundamental concepts of
area defence and long range interdiction. And re-
member what I said about the reality of world war
in Soviet contingency planning and accept that,
irrespective of argument about the nature of nu-
clear war and its possible length, the Soviet plan-
ner must think not only of a post-exchange
phase, but of subsequent phases through to its
resolution. This emphasis on war fighting, which
must allow for the disruption of supply systems
and base facilities, has major implications for the
employment or withholding of forces in the initial
state of a war It also heightens the awareness

that war is in large part a matter of attrition and
that victory goes to the side that gives up last.
This awareness leads to the principle of never al-
lowing an enemy weapon or force a free ride and
to the continuing use of sub-optimal and obsoles-
cent weapons in order to complicate the enemy s
problems.

The navy's most important mission is its con-
tribution to the Soviet strategic strike capability. I
won't run through the possible permutations of
how and when SSBN could be used in the event
of war, but let me reemphasise that their role in
the nation's strategic reserve places a premium
on ensuring their safety, not least by extending
and consolidating the inner defence zones and
securing them against Western incursions, a
force-consuming requirement.

The Soviets attach equal importance to the
mission of countering Western sea-based strate-
gic systems. This is only common-sense, given
the concept of war fighting and strategic re-
serves, and the mission provides the bonus of
damage limitation. However, we must distinguish
between the priority the Soviets accord the
mission, and their present capability to discharge
it, particularly as concerns the problem of count-
ering Polaris, Poseidon 'and in due course
Trident. Despite the resources which have been
devoted to solving the problem, the Soviets have
yet to deploy an effective counter, although we
can be reasonably certain that they are persisting
in their efforts We know they are working on non-
accoustic methods of detecting submarines and
emphasise active over passive sonar, both ways
of outflanking the Western advantage in silenc-
ing. They are developing new types of platform
such as the wing-in-ground (WIG)
surface-effects vehicle, new types of propulsion
such as magnetohydrodynamic systems and
they are mounting a wide variety of sensors in
their satellites No one system is likely to provide
a breakthrough but the cumulation of probacnli-
ties may yield appreciable chances of success.
And remember, they don t require 100% results
to justify their efforts.

Once they can locate the submarine, the
problem of bringing weapons to bear is less de-
manding and it seems likely that the Soviets in-
tend to use ballistic missiles for this task. This
highlights the combined arms approach to the
SSBN problem, which involves 4 of the 5 branch-
es of the Armed Forces.

Turning to the carrier threat, although n took
them the best part of twenty years to do so, the
Soviets now appear to have developed a reason-
ably effective range of responses, the require-
ments for target location and for strike being
handled somewhat differently in each of the three
main types of scenario. You are all thoroughly
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familiar with the meeting engagement or encoun-
ter, which applies in the Norwegian Sea and
Pacific and involves defence in depth with co-
ordinated attacks. In the Mediterranean the con-
tinuous company scenario presents the Sixth
Fleet with a difficult problem and I suspect the ev-
olution of this successful concept was no more
foreseen by the Soviets than by us. A couple of
points. The need for an instantaneous strike cap-
ability places a premium on deployed forces, par-
ticularly the missile submarines, and it seems
likely that shore based aircraft will only have a fol-
low-up role. I would however expect the Sixth
Fleet to be targetted by IR and MRBM emplaced
in S.W. Russia. Second, the shift in priority for
conventional ASW to securing the SSBN bas-
tions in the North and Pacific suggests that the
primary role of ASW forces in the Mediterranean
is now to protect anti-surface missile units from
preemptive attack.

The distant targetting scenario covers those
carriers which do not immediately threaten Rus-
sia, but if not disposed of would contribute to the
West's strategic reserve and here, target location
is provided by air and satellite reconnaissance,
by surface and submarine pickets, and some-
times by trailing. It seems likely that it was origin-
ally hoped that the kill-on-command component
of the anti-Carrier and anti-Polaris missions
would be met by a common strike system. Two
methods were probably envisaged, both relying
on terminally guided ballistic missiles: land-

based ICBM and IRBM; and shorter range sea-
based systems carried by submarines, strategic-
ally deployed in the world ocean. The present sta-
tus of the concept is not clear. The Soviets ex-
plicitly claimed a land-based capability against
surface forces in 1972 and at this same period
they were actively developing a tactical submar-
ine-launched ballistic missile, but the latter sys-
tem appears to have been shelved in 1973. Quite
apart from any technical difficulties, the Soviets
may well have run into problems with SALT. If, as
seems quite likely, it had been decided in the six-
ties to push ahead with the tactical application of
sea-based ballistic missile, the SALT limits may
well have stifled the development just as it was
reaching fruition and this would have created
serious problems for the navy.

These, then, are the two main maritime mis-
sions: contributing to Soviet strategic strike and
countering the West's sea-based strike capacity.
Of the other missions, I will only mention the in-
terdiction of Western sea communications. There
is some argument in the West as to the priority the
Soviets accord this mission, and whether priority
will be given to terminals or transit. This obscures
the point that, irrespective of the significance
the Soviets attach to Western sea communica-
tions, they are virtually certain to be attacked at
the outbreak of war as a means of pinning down
Western forces and, more important, of diverting
them from assaulting the Northern Fleet's inner
defence zone and attacking the SSBN.

1ST"

SOVIET KRIVAK CLASS DESTROYER (DDGSP)
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Finally, let me reemphasise how important
the underlying concept of area defence is to so
many of the navy's tasks, wheiher it be support-
ing military operations ashore, countering the
projection of tactical military forces, or protecting
coastal communications. Particularly in the inner
defence zone, we are talking of establishing com-
mand of the sea and it is relevant that there is a
new emphasis on the importance of this tradition-
al concept in recent writings. In his book, Gor-
shkov stressed the advantages of controlling the
adjacent land areas. One's mind immediately
leaps to the Norwegian Sea and the advantages
which would accrue to the Soviets from seizing
key islands and stretches of coast, particularly in
terms of increasing the security of their SSBN
force.

In considering the role of the military instru-
ment in this struggle, it is useful to distinguish be-
tween military power and the use of military force
While the Soviets consider that military power is
something you really can't have enough of, they
have been very circumspect about the use of
force outside their national security zone. They
believe that history is going their way and while
happy to give it a nudge, it does not justify taking
risks. In the past, the most useful approach was
to frustrate Western efforts to interfere with this
process, by strengthening the forces of world re-
volution through the supply of weapons, training
and equipment. On occasion this would also
serve the more central objective of enhancing
Soviet security as in the cases of Indonesia,
Algeria, and of Egypt prior to 1972

We can now go back to pick up the navy's
peacetime role. Just as the wartime role can only
be understood within the broader context of
Soviet military doctrine, so rrust the peacetime
mission be placed within the context of Soviet for-
eign policy and the role of military force within the
policy. Let me remind you of their primary foreign
policy objectives in order of priority. First, to avoid
world war, but win if it is inevitable. Second, to
ensure the Communist Party's retention of power
in Russia. And third, to increase the Soviet
Union s share of world influence vis-a-vis the
West and of course China. More than for most
states, these objectives involve inherent contra-
dictions, as for example between defence costs
and the party s acceptability, detente and ideol-
ogical control, the dangers of escalation and the
need for confrontation, and the ideological strug-
gle with capitalism and the domestic require-
ment to upgrade technology and productivity. For
over twenty years, the long term strategy has
been peaceful coexistence, a formula which rules
out resort to interstate war. but accepts other
forms of international competition as legitimate
and indeed inevitable. The term implies a mixture
of competition, restraint and cooperation with the
capitalist bloc in general and the United States in
particular. It is a multi-level relationship, part
competition, part cooperation, and the interact-
ions on the various planes often move in differ-
ent and apparently contradictory directions. The
West has difficulty with this concept, mainly be-
cause it believes normality in international rela-
tions to be the absence of conflict, and this des-
pite its own record of the last 530 years. The Sov-
iets have no such illusions. Tney see the status
quo as a dynamic historical process of change
and have always been quite explicit that the ideo-
logical struggle (i.e. for world influence) would
continue, detente being aimed at the dangers of
world war.

From 1961, onwards a series of coincidental
trends combined to progressively favour a more
active overseas policy I list them in no particular
order. First, the USA placed new emphasis on
counter-insurgency operations and supportive in-
tervention, which led finally to half a million men in
Vietnam. Second, there was growing Sino-Soviet
competition for leadership of the World Commun-
ist movement accompanied by Chinese accusa-
tions that Russia was less than wholehearted in
countering imperialist aggression. Third, we have
the post-colonial era, with the diffusion of power
and the prolonged sorting-out process which fol-
lows a breakdown of structure. Fourth, we have
the gradual maturation of Soviet policy towards
the Third World, moving from ideological determ-
inants to national interests concerning access to
markets and certain raw materials. Fifth, as a by-
product of decisions concerning the security of
the Russian iiomeland, we have the emergence
of a capability to project force overseas, the build-
up of a long-range lift for the airborne forces and
the navy's shift to forward deployment. And sixth,
the renewed emphasis within the Soviet military
on contingency planning for world war. highlight-
ed the requirements for a world-wide infrastruct-
ure.

These were all enabling factors, but it seems
that Soviet ideas about a more assertive use of
the military instrument began to be shaped by
various developments between 1967 and 1972.
Achieving strategic parity increased Soviet self-
confidence, while a series of events caused them
to downgrade the dangers that confrontation with
the West would escalate to nuclear war. Amonc,
the latter, I would list the Czech crisis in 1968, the
1967 Arab/Israeli war and the Jordanian crisis in
1970: but probably the more important was the
SALT negotiation process, which led to a greater
certainty of U.S. restraint. Meanwhile, the Wes-
tern media s exaggerated response to the Soviet
Navy's impotent involvement in the 1967 crisis
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highlighted the political potential of this instru-
ment. Then the Egyptian war of attrition and the
Israeli deep penetration raids, forced them to a
decision of direct involvement in Egypt, with sub-
stantial air defence forces. And finally, the evi-
dence of Vietnam, backed by the Nixon doctrine
suggested that the risks of direct confrontation
with US forces was on the wane.

Given this situation of increased opportun-
ities and lowered risks, the role of what they call a
"Soviet military presence" appears to have been
a major element in the sustained debate on de-
fence and foreign policy which rumbled on from
1969-73. The policy which seems to have emerg-
ed was that, anyway for the time being, direct So-
viet involvement overseas would be limited to ad-
visers, weapons and strategic logistic support, in-
cluding the provision of adequate military sup-
plies in the course of the battle. The combat role
could be delegated to the Soviet equipped forces
of revolutionary states such as North Korea, Viet-
nam and Cuba. This allowed the Soviet Union the
best of both worlds; to affect the outcome of an
overseas conflict with direct battlefield support
while ensuring that political commitment and li-
ability remained strictly limited.

What we see, then is a progressive shift in
overseas policy towards an increasing readiness
to use a "Soviet military presence" in support of
foreign policy objectives. In assessing this de-
velopment and the navy's role in particular, I find
it useful to distinguish between four types of ob-
jectives which underlie this peacetime employ-
ment of military forces, because each type invol-
ves a different level of risk and degree of political
commitment.

At the low end of the scale of political com-
mitment, we have "Protecting Soviet lives and
property". This objective is referred to, but has re-
ceived little priority to date. At the high end we
have "Establishing the strategic infrastructure to
support war-related missions". This objective is
not referred to directly, but can be inferred from
the pattern of overseas military involvement dur-
ing the last 20 years, and is implied in some of
their more recent writings. Such an infrastructure
can also serve peacetime policies, and the pat-
tern suggests a readiness to incur high political
and economic costs in pursuit of this objective.
However, so far the Soviets have not used mili-
tary force to maintain their position when the host
country has withdrawn its agreement to their
presence, although on at least two occasions
they have sought to engineer a coup to bring a
more sympathetic regime to power.

In between these extremes we have the
general objective of "Increasing Soviet prestige
and influence". In naval terms this encompasses

a wide span of activities ranging from showing the
flag, port clearance and mmesweeping, to provid-
ing support for revolutionary forces or to regimes
threatened by secessionist elements. They are
prepared to commit substantial resources to this
objective but, although the propensity for risk-
taking has risen steadily, the underlying political
commitment remains strictly limited.

Overlapping this general objective is the
more restricted one of "Countering imperialist ag-
gression", which is of particular interest since it
suggests direct confrontation with the West
However, despite much bombast in talking of this
task, I believe that in those terms, Soviet political
commitment is low. As examples in the naval field
we have the deployments to the Bay of Bengal in
1971, to the South China Sea in 1972 and to An-
gola in 1975, as well as the three Middle East cri-
ses in 1967, 70 and 73. The latter series did
show a shift from a narrow concern with the strike
carriers towards a more general concern for the
overall capability of the Sixth Fleet. But none of
these examples provide evidence of Soviet readi-
ness to actually engage Western naval forces, in
order to prevent them from intervening against a
Soviet client state.

However, what we do see is progressively
greater involvement by the Soviet navy in the pro-
vision of logistic support both prior to and during
third party conflicts. In 1973, Soviet landing ships
carried Moroccan troops to Syria, with convoy es-
cort. Landing ships were also used during the
subsequent war to ferry military supplies from
Black Sea ports to Syria. More significantly,
SAM-armed naval units were stationed under the
final approaches to the main resupply airfields in
Syria and Egypt, as if to cover against Israeli air
attack. And most recently, we have the escorting
of military supplies being ferried from Aden to
Ethiopia.

The evidence suggests a policy of incremen-
talism, which explores opportunities as they oc-
cur or are created, a policy of probing Western re-
sponses and establishing precedents. The role of
a "Soviet military presence" in support of over-
seas objectives will therefore be shaped by the
scale and style of the Western response to the
various Soviet initiatives. In this context the dis-
tinction I have just drawn between the employ-
ment of Soviet naval forces to secure the safe
arrival of logistic support, and their employment
to prevent Western intervention against a client
state is important. So too is the distinction be-
tween the Soviet Union's willingness to risk hos-
tilities with a third party state, and their continuing
reluctance to engage U.S. naval forces. Mean-
while we should bear in mind that the Soviet
navy's role in this more assertive overseas policy
is secondary. The primary instruments are arms
supply, military advice and training; the transport
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of men, munitions and equipment by merchant
ship and long-range air; and direct participation
by the combat troops of revolutionary states. The
primary role of the navy is to provide protection
and support and to serve as an earnest of Soviet
commitment

This brings us to the question of whether
there is some Soviet grand design driving a co-
ordinated oceans policy in suoport of overseas
objectives. I think the short answer is no. but we
must distinguish here between the operational
aspects and the setting of objectives. The military
style organisation of the merchant, fishing and re-
search fleets means that it is relatively simple to
make use of their ships in peacetime for naval
support tasks such as replenishment and for-
ward picketing, and they all make some contri-
bution to the generalised requirement for world-
wide intelligence and information gathering.
There are also the geostrategic advantages to be
gained in terms of a world-wide infrastructure,
actual or potential. The latter includes the provis-
ion of improved harbour facilities in locations
which would assume great strategic significance
for Russia in the event of world war, as for ex-
ample the fishing port at Gwardar in Baluchistan.

But when we turn to objectives, we see that
the long term interests of the three main fleets
often diverge The build-up of the fishing fleet
stemmed from a decision in tne late forties that
fishery was a more cost-effective source of pro-
tein than collective farming. The build-up of the
merchant fleet reflected the post-Stalin shift in the
middle fifties towards trade, aid and arms supply,
and the consequential requirement to earn hard
currency and avoid dependence on foreign
bottoms. The navy's shift to forward deployment
reflected the qualitatively new threat to the Soviet
homeland from distant sea areas. Inevitably
there is some conflict betwee;n these divergent
trends and at the Law of the Se'a negotiations, the
narrow domestic concerns of the Soviet fishing
industry ran counter to the foreign policy object-
ive of increasing Soviet influence. Similarly, nat-
ional security concerns and the concept of strate-
gic infrastructure have led the Soviet Union into
political entanglements which would seem to be
against its broader interests. Only the merchant
fleet consistently serves these more general for-
eign policy goals, and I see it as the principal mar-
itime instrument of Soviet overseas policy.

Of course these judgments are based on
past evidence and we cannot be sure how things
will develop in the future. Anc this brings us back
to the question of whether the Soviet Navy is still
seen as an expensive necessity, whose forces
are procured exclusively for war-related tasks, or
whether it is coming to be seen as a preferred in-

strument of policy for pursuing overseas object-
ives in peacetime. This is hard to answer, not
least because the Soviets do not seem to have
made up their own minds on the matter Gorsh-
kov was certainly arguing the case in his 1972
articles, but the style and content of his presen-
tation implied powerful opposing opinions, whose
existence was confirmed by other evidence.
There were substantial differences between
these relatively informal articles and the "fully au-
thorised" book which appeared three years later,
among the more significant being the new em-
phasis on other ocean users, most notably the
merchant fleet. In the book, Gorshkov reiterates
his criticisms of the army-dominated leadership
for its failure to understand the navy s importance
in war and potential in peace and the persistence
of this criticism suggests that Gorshkov does not
stand alone on this issue. But important interests
appear to be aligned against him. These probably
include those in the military who have always
argued that too much is spent on the navy since
many of its tasks can be better done by other
branches of service; the merchant fleet, where
professional jealousy sharpens the competition
for shipbuilding resources; and the many domes-
tic interests who give priority to building up the
home economy over adventures abroad

It is clear that the Soviets have progressive-
ly evolved a policy towards the employment of
naval forces in peacetime, but in looking to the fu-
ture the derivation of that policy becomes import-
ant. It stemmed from the availability in distant sea
areas of naval forces which had been deployed
forward in strategic defence. The presence of
these forces was progressively exploited for po-
litical purposes and with changes in threat per-
ception, risks and opportunities, the peacetime
political role became increasingly important.
Nevertheless, only a small proportion of the
Soviet fleet is deployed forward and the continu-
ing lack of effective afloat support to sustain such
operations is notable. Meanwhile, there is still no
evidence that ships are being procured primarily
for the projection of force in peacetime, and while
the Kiev and the new LPD will increase the navy's
potential capability in this direction, there is a
clearly defined requirement for both types in the
outer defence zone.

This presents a very different picture to the
traditional British/American approach, where the
navy serves as a primary instrument of foreign
policy (as in Pax Bntannica or the Nixon
doctrine), and where this peacetime role is an
important determinant of the navy's size and
shape. On the evidence to hand, it does not
appear that the Soviet leadership attaches a
comparable importance to their navy s peacetime
role. While they will continue to exploit its exist-
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ence when possible, it does not appear that the
navy is being specifically developed as a primary
instrument of overseas policy.

So much for the rationale underlying the de-
velopment of Soviet seapower, but in closing let
me stress the importance towards understanding
Soviet policy, of their concept of deterrence
through war fighting, their doctrine concerning
the nature of world war, and their willingness to
think through the implications of a fight to the fin-
ish and to plan on such a basis.

In conclusion, I will touch on certain implica-
tions for Western policy. First, the Norwegian
Sea. Because of the SSBN's role as strategic re-
serve, this area has acquired a qualitatively new
strategic significance as the outer defence zone
of the Barents Sea. This means that the struggle
for command of the Norwegian Sea will be tough
and crucial, and that the Soviet threat to Norway
throughout most of its length is greatly increased.

Second, the Soviet requirement to protect
their SSBN force and establish command of the
outer defence zones ties down a very large num-
ber of forces. NATO should ensure that this situ-
ation is maintained by sustaining a sufficient level
of explicit threat in those directions. This same
principle applies more generally. Soviet naval re-
quirements have been determined by specific
threats from the West, such as a certain number
of strike carriers. As the West reduces the num-
ber of such units, this will create a surplus of
Soviet capability over their essential require-
ments, which will allow them increased flexibility
of employment, particularly in peacetime.

Third, when devising new ways to discom-
fort the Soviets in war, or to deter them from at-
tacking us in peacetime, attention should be
given to how these will affect their peacetime pos-
ture. For example, it is questionable whether the
hypothetical security provided by the Polaris sys-
tem compensates for the practical disadvant-
ages arising from the Soviet Navy's shift to for-
ward deployment. Similarly, emplacing Trident
missiles in wide-ranging deep-diving submarines
is already prompting a Soviet search for a world-
wide response. Perhaps we would be better ad-
vised to disperse these long-range missiles in
small diesel submarines designed to operate

close to the USA within the protection of offshore
ASW defences and obscuring traffic patterns.

Fourth, in responding to the peacetime act-
ivities of Soviet naval forces, the most difficult
problem facing the West is that of incremental-
ism. This can only be dealt with on the basis of
prior consideration, but it would seem that the
contingency planning process starts too high up
the crisis scale to cover the problem. We need to
fill this gap between the Soviet Navy's routine
activities and the scenarios underlying our contin-
gency plans, by developing a schedule of con-
ceivable initiatives through a process of radial ex-
trapolation. Besides allowing us to work out ap-
propriate responses ahead of time, this would
highlight the longer-term consequences of
allowing Soviet naval forces to establish appar-
ently innocuous precedents.

Finally, we should bear in mind that the
peacetime role of Soviet naval forces is still in its
formative stages, and seek to exploit the fact that
there is a continuing debate in Moscow on its
proper size and function and that the nature of the
Western response will be a factor in the outcome
of the argument. Our aim should be to reinforce
those who claim that for the Soviet Union, naval
forces are not the most cost-effective instrument
of overseas policy; while disproving those who
argue that such forces are essential to the nor-
mal pursuit of overseas objectives. Unquestion-
ably, this will be hard to achieve, but there are two
things which we must certainly avoid. We must
not allow the employment of Western forces to be
inhibited by a Soviet naval presence, indeed, we
should go out of our way to demonstrate the op-
posite whenever possible. And second, we must
not exaggerate the scale and nature of the So-
viet's peacetime capability, indeed, we should
actively publicise their operational inadequacies
and materiel failures, and highlight their limited
commitment to clients' interests and their narrow
national security concerns. Alarmist
assessments may increase the size of our de-
fence budgets, but they will also undermine po-
litical resolution in the West while encouraging
Soviet naval initiatives. The Soviets appreciate
that the West's interest in the use of the sea is of a
different order to their own. They are very con-
scious of our world-wide maritime preponder-
ance. They also understand toughness. The
question is, when and where we choose to draw
the line.
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NAVAL REVIEW
CONTROVERSY

By Master Ned

'/ wonder what the authorities will say when it
reaches their ears?'(T)

One might expect, in the year of grace 1912.
that when such a remark was made of the Ad-
miralty that the author might be some erring jun-
ior officer apprehensively conlemplatmg the con-
sequences of some youthful lolly, such as dent-
ing his torpedo boat or placing a White Ensign on
top of Kensington Barracks.

But it is indicative of the state of the Royal
Navy in that time that the remark was made — in
all seriousness — by a senior and distinguished
post-Captain regarding the reaction of the admin-
istration to the formation of a Naval Society,
which had as its object the publication of a jour-
nal to provide 'a vehicle for the expression of per-
sonal opinions on matters of naval interest
aiming to stimulate thought and discussion on
such matters'.(2) The circulation would be limited
and the press excluded so that the journal could
not arouse public controversy. Nonetheless,
Captain Herbert Richmond was not being alarmist
in expecting some reprisal from the Board of
Admiralty; in the event, his forebodings were to be
completely justified.

The idea of the Naval Society had come from
a discussion between Richmond and a

like-minded officer, Commander K.G.B. Dewar,
on Southsea Common in mid-1912. They agreed
that there ws an utter lack of comprehension in
the Service 'of what Kempenfelt called the "sub-
lime" parts of our work — strategy, tactics, prin-
ciples'(3) and that too many in the Navy were
concerning themselves with the development of
weapons and ships without the slightest concept-
ion of how they were to be employed, or even of
the very basis of seapower itself.

Richmond and Dewar considered that an in-
tra-Service journal, free from restriction or bias,
save that articles were to be in 'good taste', and
financed by subscriptions from interested officers
was the only answer. Richmond was anxious that
personalities and rank be avoided entirely, that all
contributors write under pseudonyms in order
that all could put forward opinions and proposals
and engage in controversy without the fear that
they were offending a senior officer, or that they
could be ignored or ridiculed merely because
they were junior — it was by no means unknown
for a young officer to have his proposals dismiss-
ed with such gems as:

'On what authority does this lieutenant
put forward such a propose/?'(4)
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Furthermore, Richmond and Dewar were
well aware that the historical school was in very
bad odour in the Navy of 1912. Determinist his-
tory, that is, seeking to use the past as a guide to
future development, is a very risky business
since historical lessons can be very easily mis-
applied. Alfred Thayer Mahan's Influence of Sea-
power series had had a tremendous impact upon
naval thinking, and there had been other suc-
cessful interpreters — such as Sir Julian Corbett,
the Colomb brothers and even Richmond him-
self. However, many historians had lately be-
come involved in the 'moderate dimensions' con-
troversy. Led by Mahan, they had argued that
battleships were growing too large and that at-
tempts should be made to reduce or limit their
size. Whether or not they were correct — and the
controversy has not to this day been completely
resolved — the arms race was against them and
the few attempts to produce battleships of 'mod-
erate dimensions' had only resulted in vessels
that were misfits in the line and incapable of fac-
ing foreign contemporaries. With the Royal Navy
engrossed in 'super-DREADNOUGHTS' and the
tremendous advance of naval gunnery, this only
resulted in the almost complete discrediting of the
historians.

History did not receive serious considera-
tion. Naval history was studied by cadets and
midshipmen, but it was a naval history pre-occu-
pied with dates and the minutiae of naval engage-
ments, not with the events that had brought those
battles about, nor the strategy and principles of
seapower. History was a series of tags like 'Eng-
land expects..' and 'No Captain can go far
wrong..' Few seriously thought that valuable les-
sons could be learnt from the Navy s history; too
many considered that the march of technology
had rendered the study of history quite useless.
The coming war would disillusion them.

This was precisely the attitude that Rich-
mond and Dewar wanted to destroy. On the 27th
October, 1912, a meeting of six officers from the
RN and one from the Royal Marine Artillery was
held in Richmond's house. All but one of those
from the Navy would retire as flag officer.(5) They
resolved to assemble articles, attach an intro-
duction by Richmond and:

'.. take the lot to (Admiral Sir Reginald)
Custance and get him to extend his
patronage to the movement and act
as Secretary, get them printed and
send them out, so many copies to
each member, which he will distribute
to his friends and try to rope in new
recruits...among the younger men, to
get them to join in large quantities and
make the thing self-supporting on a
small subscription. '(6)

Perhaps fortunately for the Society,
Reginald Custance did not agree to Richmond's
request without attaching too many conditions —
conditions which Richmond could not accept.
Custance, though a very considerable intellect
and a well-known historian, had been left behind
by the march of technology and his much publi-
cized theories and his attempts to influence pol-
icy had neither sat well with the Board of Admir-
alty nor much impressed the young officers in the
Fleet.

Richmond went to sea at the end of the year,
leaving the matter of the Naval Society still up in
the air, but over the winter months of 1912-13, the
energetic Dewar, with his shore post at the em-
bryonic War College, was able to rouse out sup-
port. Writing to more than fifty officers, he asked
them to agree to underwrite the first number of
the journal, which was to be printed and christen-
ed The Naval Review. All but four agreed.

Dewar's second step was to ask Lieutenant
Reginald Henderson(7) to inquire of his uncle, the
retired Admiral William Henderson, as to whether
the latter would be willing to act as the editor and
secretary. It was an admirable choice.
Henderson was regarded with great affection in
the Navy at large, both as a seaman and leader
and as a noted naval educationalist. What was
quite as important, in view of what was to ensue,
was that Henderson had very strong links with the
Liberal Government of Mr Asquith, the then
Chancellor of the Exchequer David Lloyd George
being not the least of his close acquaintances. If
political aid were to be needed, Henderson would
know what to do.

Word spread fast about the institution of the
Naval Review. Opinion was divided as to its merit
among those in the senior ranks, and it was an
unfortunate fact that whilst many flag officers
were at first willing to join and give lip service to
the ideals of free discussion uninhibited by con-
siderations of rank and official secrecy, they
would not be there to give support when the
Naval Review's policy came under official attack.

In the first year of its existence, however, all
went well for the Naval Review, although Rich-
mond was to remark, in annoyance over criticism
from various quarters that the Naval Review was
dangerous because of its unofficial and uncon-
trolled status, that they should:

'Hang these fellows with their whine
for official sanctions. What some of
them will do in a war when they have
to disobey orders, I don't know.'(8)

The principal reason for this cheerful begin-
ning was that the Review enjoyed the warm sup-
port of both the First Lord. Winston Churchill, and
the First Sea Lord, Admiral Prince Louis of Bat-
tenberg. Since Churchill had been sent to the Ad-
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miralty with the specific mission of re-organizing
the Admiralty's staff structure and introducing
some form of higher education in the Navy com-
parable with the Army's Staff Courses, he was
delighted with the development and he and Bat-
tenberg even went so far as to suggest some
form of financial support, though this was polite-
ly refused

Nonetheless, Dewar was well aware of the
ephemeral nature of each Board of Admiralty and
he knew full well that there were few others on the
flag list with either Battenberg's intellect, or his
breadth of mind and desire to encourage discus-
sion amongst his juniors. A successor — any suc-
cessor — was unlikely to be as sympathetic. As
far as Dewar could determine the legality of the
National Review was in doubt under the terms of
Article 14 of KR & Al which forbade:

'..allpersons belonging to the fleet to
write for publication or publish or
cause to be published either directly
or indirectly any matter or information
relating to the naval service unless the
permission of the Admiralty has first
been obtained.'

The legal advice that Dewar received was
that a journal circulated only amongst its sub-
scribers — whether in the Service or not — was
not 'surrendered...for public use' and that 'circu-
lation...is not publication'. Thus, all seemed well.
but, as Dewar sadly remarked, '...the Admiralty
has a habit of twisting regulations to suit its own
prejudices..'(9)

There was little opposition to the Naval Re-
view in the remaining days of peace, and the
membership grew rapidly. Henderson was a
splendid editor and under his guidance the jour-
nal began to develop a very hich standard of writ-
ing and discussion. He, Richmond and Dewar be-
gan to congratulate each other on the success of
the scheme. They would be 'much less optimistic'
within a few months

For, at the start of the First World War, a pas-
sion for secrecy spread throughout the nation and
the Navy. To illustrate to just what a ridiculous ex-
tent this tendency went, the editor of Jane's
Fighting Ships was forced to delete every photo-
graph of every British and Commonwealth ship
from every war-time edition — even pre-war pho-
tographs which had not been published in Britain
but reproduced in the German press!

It took until May 1915 for the first blow to be
struck against the Naval Review — the date be-
ing notable, since Battenberg had resigned six
months before and the departure of Churchill was
imminent. The Secretary of the Admiralty wrote to
Henderson complaining that the May number had
contained information which should not have

been published and that all future articles were to
be submitted for censorship before they
appeared in the Review. Henderson was furious
at the petty nature of the complaints, since the in-
formation in question concerned ships'
movements nearly twelve months old and could
not possibly be of help to the enemy. Further-
more, it displayed a singularly tactless disregard
of Henderson s own good judgement. Still, as an
innovator and a man known to be 'crazed' on free
discussion, the Admiralty was not likely to hold
the Hon. Editor in high regard.

Succeeding issues underwent some censor-
ship. Henderson was to publish the excisions af-
ter the war under the title of 'A Simple Lesson in
Censorship'. Even in this too-secretive day and
age, it is astonishing that the Naval Chief Censor,
Captain Sir Douglas Brownrigg, Bt, thought fit to
delete them.

The basis of the attack was extraordinary.
An article describing the Battles of Coronel and
Falklands had been found objectionable by the
Commander-in-Chief of the Grand Fleet. Admiral
Sir John Jellicoe, because it read, concerning Ad-
miral Cradock's ill-trained and ill-armed squadron
that was to meet destruction at the hands of von
Spee:

'That the squadron felt themselves to
be no match for the enemy and had a
foreboding that it was doomed is
borne out by remarks made by the of-
ficers to the residents of Port Stanley
before they sailed.'(10)

Considering, first, that the battles had occur-
red a year before and that the major newspapers
of the day had not hesitated on receiving news of
Coronel to label Cradock's force the 'doomed
squadron' and publish lurid stories of the ships'
age and weak armaments and the forebodings of
their crews and, second, that the Governor of the
Falkland Islands was in England and expressing
the same sentiments, the complaint seems quite
incredible.

But the Admiralty were to act upon it. They
next asked at the beginning of July that the Re-
view not be circulated to officers serving abroad,
lest it fall into enemy hands, and Henderson was
forced to agree to laying aside copies for such
subscribers until the war ended, or they returned
to home waters — though in his appeal against
the decision Henderson very reasonably pointed
out that the risk of copies going astray in such a
fashion was no more than for those in home
waters.

Then, two weeks later, on the 14th July
1915, the Secretary wrote to say that the new
First Sea Lord, Admiral Sir Henry Jackson, had
ordered that the Review be suppressed 'for the
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duration'. Battenberg had supported the journal;
his successor, the mercurial Lord Fisher, had had
other matters on his mind and had in fact paid
little or no attention to the Review. It was thus per-
haps inevitable that when the clever, though lack-
lustre, Jackson came to the post there should be
a change of attitude. Jackson was as chronic an
over-centralizer as any in the Navy, and, though
he was well known to be 'brainy' in a technical
way, he had a congenital inability to delegate au-
thority and he was not one to accept the opinions
of his juniors — still less when they were work-
ing outside official guidelines and anonymously in
'blatant' disregard of rank and authority.

An acid correspondence ensued between
Henderson and the Admiralty over the succeed-
ing months. Henderson reported of the Review
that he was:

'..quite unable to trace any matter in it
which could assist the enemy, or pre-
judice our own operations. '(11)

Knowing that with the censorship already in
force, for the August issue had already appeared,
the onus was on the Admiralty to prove its case.
Henderson inquired just what the particular ob-
jections were. The reply from Jackson was evas-
ive and unsatisfactory. Though a subscriber and
an 'admirer' of the Review, he declared that:

7 am not going to write down the ex-
act sentences I objected to, and in
fact could not quote them from mem-
ory, and am away from London for a
few days rest: but one was a most in-
discreet thing to have inserted.'(12)

Not surprisingly, Henderson was not satis-
fied with this answer and declared that the ob-
jectional material had to be in the May number,
since the August issue had been passed by the
Censor. The First Sea Lord replied that only
someone fully conversant with the RN's disposi-
tions and plans could judge what was and what
was not satisfactory and that he was:

'..on public grounds not disposed to
alter my decision.'(13)

And that, for the time, seemed that. Hender-
son was allowed to send out the November issue,
but he had to be content with the promise that the
Review could be revived after the war and he was
persuaded by Parliamentary friends that he
should, in the circumstances, let the matter rest.
The Review was 'admirable', but it was consid-
ered generally that the prosecution of the war
was rather more important.

Henderson commented sadly:

'..whatever it was and whoever was
the moving spirit in the matter, I con-

sider there was a want of openness
and a fear of the truth in the methods
employed. I was not considered or
consulted: at least I might have been
told what was thought wrong. '(14)

Perhaps it was Richmond's declaration
concerning the activities of many senior officers
at sea that could best be applied to the situation,

'Good Lord, what fools are bred up by
our system of so-called educat-

The end of the First World War meant the re-
vival of the Naval Review, but it was only a few
months before the Admiralty arraigned the jour-
nal on a charge of 'lese majeste'. The attack was
triggered off by an account of the escape of the
GOEBEN and BRESLAU in 1914 which was criti-
cal of both the Admiralty and the then Comman-
der-in-Chief, Sir Archibald Berkeley-Milne. The
affair had been so badly managed that any
factual account could not fail to be scathing, whe-
ther incidentally or by design, of the authorities
concerned, but guilt had never been admitted by
either Admiralty or Commander-in-Chief and it
was unfortunate that Berkley-Milne was in the
midst of a campaign of self-justification.

The author had remarked upon the fatal sig-
nal which had ordered the battle cruisers
INDOMITABLE and INDEFATIGABLE and the
light cruiser DUBLIN to break off shadowing the
GOEBEN as she moved east to Messina and turn
west. He wrote:

'One could not but think that the Com-
mander-in-Chief must have had some
orders from the Admiralty which
clashed with the circumstances of the
case or position of affairs on the night
of 4th of August... It struck us at the
time that someone must have forgot-
ten the rule of going for your enemy's
position. '(16)

In fact, there were other references far more
critical of the C-in-C than this, but Milne cunningly
fastened upon this paragraph because the villain
in the particular piece had been the Admiralty. In
the spring of 1919, he made an official com-
plaint.

The information contained in the article, as
well as its personal aspects, made it quite
obvious on reflection that the author had to have
been a captain of one of the heavy ships in the
Mediterranean at the time. The Admiralty sus-
pected Rear Admiral Francis Kennedy, who had
been in command of the INDOMITABLE.bui they
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had no proof, and at least one of the other offi-
cers, the formidable Captain Howard Kelly of the
GLOUCESTER, was quite as capable of writing
such an article as Kennedy.

The Admiralty then wrote tc Admiral Hender-
son in March, taking 'fearful exception to the arti-
cle'.(17) Again they labelled the Review as a
'publication' and demanded of the Editor the
name of the author. As a very senior retired Ad-
miral, Henderson was not frightened, and, as
Richmond wrote.

'He politely requested them to accept
his regrets that he could not give a
name which was given him in confi-
ence.'(18)

While the Admiralty digested this rebuff.
Henderson wrote around to Richmond, Dewar.
Plankett and other influential members of the So-
ciety, to inform them of the threat, as well as
warning Kennedy, who was indeed the author,
that it could not be long before the Admiralty in-
stituted measures against him

In fact, their next step was to direct a letter to
Kennedy, inquiring as to whetner he could 'fur-
nish information as to how secret signals came to
be disclosed . As an officer on the active list, even
though on half pay. Kennedy was in a cleft stick,
since to either admit to authorship, or to deny any
knowledge of the matter, could be construed as
court martial offences.

Very bravely. Kennedy decided to 'admit he
wrote it By doing so, he blasted any chance of
obtaining employment afloat again, which was
something of a tragedy, since he had amassed a
fine record during the war, and had several times
during his command of [he INDOMITABLE dis-
tinguished himself as one of the few officers of the
day capable of exercising his initiative. But, as a
flag officer, with an impeccable background, he
had far less to lose than any more junior officer
and would, were the Admiralty ID attempt to make
an example of him pour encourager les autres',
be a far more formidable proposition.

With the authorship of the offending article
known, the Admiralty struck, and they issued
AWO1663/19 which forbade any officer on the
Active List from contributing articles to the Naval
Review without first obtaining permission from
the Board. As Richmond wrote gloomily, This
kills the Review.' The intention of the Society had
always been to provide a forum for active discus-
sion amongst serving officers; f the contributors
were to be effectively restricted to those outside
the Service, either retired or civ lian, then the Re-
view was likely to degenerate rapidly. Kennedy
received Their Lordships' severe displeasure.
He was not to receive another appointment.

Henderson and Richmond did not waste
time. After informing the Admiralty of the inevit-
able consequences of their decision, the Editor
began to lobby Parliament and Cabinet in an at-
tempt to enlist support from those in Government
who had already shown themselves to be sympa-
thetic to the creation of a Naval staff and other im-
provements in the standard of naval education.
With his many contacts in the triumphant Govern-
ment of Lloyd George, Henderson had every
hope of success. Haldane. Sydenham, Bellairs,
Curzon, Lloyd George and a dozen others would
be susceptible to persuasion.

Richmond, too, was busy. He. Dewar and
Plunkett were enlisting support from senior
officers, both active and retired. The prospect
was not at first sight as cheerful as Henderson s.
for many of the flag officers were bitterly opposed
to what some of the more extreme among them
described as the 'seditious Naval Review, but
the Cabal had one priceless ally. Admiral of the
Fleet Earl Beatty had been nominated to succeed
Sir Rossyln Wester-Wemyss as First Sea Lord.
Beatty held Richmond in high regard, as he did
Plunkett, who had served on Beatty s staff for
almost the entire war. The new Board could be
relied upon to be more sympathetic to the aspira-
tions of the Naval Society, though the matter
would have to wait, since Beatty would not be-
come First Sea Lord until November

"I he present Board at first refused to alter
their decision, but the lobbying began to pay off.
The point that Richmond and Henderson were
careful to make was that the Naval Review would
continue to be issued to subscribers only; it was
not, and never would be, a public journal and thus
did not constitute a 'publication'. This would ease
any withdrawal by the Admiralty, since Article 14
would thus not need to be altered.

At the urging of the First Lord, now Walter
Long, the Board finally agreed to lift Admiralty
censorship. On the 20th August, the Secretary of
the Admiralty informed Admiral Henderson that
AWO3937/19 would shortly be promulgated
creating arrangements,

'..whereby the responsibility for
securing the necessary permission
for publication, .is assumed by the Ed-
itor of the Review.'

The specific wording continued the Admir-
alty's right to enforce censorship when neces-
sary, but, practically, from then on the decision as
to what was and what was not acceptable would
be left to the Editor. Wisely, the Editor was al-
ways to be a senior Admiral on the retired list,
ranging from Admiral Sir William Henderson (he
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was knighted in 1924), who would die in harness
in 1931, to the present Hon. Editor, Vice Admiral
Sir Ian McGeoch, KCB, DSO, DSC. In the Gold-
en Jubilee edition of the Naval Review, there ap-
peared a summary of the thinking of Sir Herbert
Richmond on the subject, thinking which dealt
with the entire matter of censorship:

'..it is much better that a possible en-
emy should have an inkling of the
ideas current in the navy than that the
navy should not know its own
ideas.'(19)
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WHO CAN TELL WHICH SIDE HE IS ON?

This question has often been asked, although not usually in such simple terms, of Chaplains
and others involved in the sphere of human conflict. Of course the question refers to God (the big
'HE', not to be confused with the nebulous THEY').

One way to answer the question is to look at a very traditional and historical flag, or more
properly, a pennant, which is fast disappearing from use in the RAN. The pennant I refer to is the
Church Pennant.

This flag is a combination of two Naval Ensigns and dates from the time of the Dutch Wars of two
hundred years ago. There was still some chivalry around then and wars were fought with certain
'gentlemen's agreements'. One example was the principle that one never fired on one's own flag.
Another was that you did not haul down your flag except in surrender. The Church Pennant
developed as the combination of the English Ensign (Cross of St. George), at the hoist, and the
Dutch Ensign (the lateral tricolour), at the fly. When a ship decided to perform its religious duties, the
pennant was hoisted as a sign to other ships that this Ship's Company was 'at Church' and therefore
requesting amnesty while these duties were being performed.

These men had no concept of God being on any specific 'side' exclusively, but rather expressed
the truth that God belongs to all men at all times and no matter how much either side ignored, or
interpreted, HIS counsel to their own advantage, HE did not disown them Both sides could then pray
to the same God, for success and victory, for protection and deliverance, for honour and even
vindication, but always on the clear understanding that their conflict was of their own, and not God's
making. God had not yet been 'humanised' to the extent of people imposing human limitations of
nationality or even a particular social philosophy, to make HIM 'their' God.

The first official mention we have of the use of the Church Pennant occurs in 'Additional
Instruction' to the Fleet Battle orders, number 10. These instructions are dated 1779, but it is thought
that the Church Pennant was in use 'de facto before that year. It is a great pity to see this highly
significant (if not symbolic) and traditional flag disappear. Maybe a spare one could be presented to
the National War Museum or perhaps placed on Spectacle Island, before they all fade into the haze
of antiquity as 'rags old'.

A. CHAPLAIN
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THE
AUSTRALIAN

SOLDIER

By Lieutenant Commander W.N. Swan RAN (Retd)

The 'retired Australian sailer', LCDR W.N. Swan, describes here some of his experiences with the
army in the Second World War. and pays tribute to the Australian Soldier.

Much to the great joy of all concerned, the
bonds of friendship between the Royal Australian
Navy and the Australian Commonwealth Military
Forces became stronger than ever during the
Second World War. The relationship between the
two Services is now one of mutual respect and
admiration. They have been 'through the fire'
together and emerged as lifelong friends.

If only because of the Tobruk 'ferry', and the
evacuation from Greece and Crete, the AMF is in
debt to the RAN. Yet I doubt if it is as great as the
debt we owe the Army. Most of us were associat-
ed with the Army at one time or another during the
war; somewhat naturally those connected with
combined operations more so than others. The
first shoots of friendship sprang up in the Mediter-
ranean, and burst into full blcom in the western
Pacific Actually, the RAN personnel closest to
the Army were the Naval Beach Commandos,
who lived with the troops, and the staffs of the
Port Directorates in the forward areas, who lived
next to them. The next closest were we of the
Amphibious (Combined Operations) Force, and it
is about this association that I shall deal here.

As it happened, in HMAS WESTRALIA. our
first four operations with the Seventh Amphibious

Force were carried out with troops of the Ameri-
can Sixth Army. It was not until May 1945 that we
commenced to see action with the First Austra-
lian Army. Despite this, however, we were always
contacting the 'Diggers in one way or another.
Between operations, we carried them all over the
south west Pacific area, and in port we visited
their camps whenever we could We were never
far from the front line as it moved forward. When
we arrived in the Finschafen area in January
1944, the AIF Ninth Division was fighting the Japs
on the Huon Peninsula only 25 miles away. And it
was a grim, jungle war they were fighting.

The Huon Gulf became a familiar stamping
ground' for us, from our first visit there at the close
of 1943 We trained for the invasion of Hollandia
off Finschafen, and it was during the course of
one day of this period that I gained an excellent
insight into the job the AMF was doing in the wilds
of New Guinea. It was Sunday. 16th April. 1944.
WESTRAL/A was anchored off Cape Cretin, just
south of Finschafen. After church, I landed at
1000 with Colonel Hodgson, AMF. who had |ust
been chosen to command the Second Australian
Beach Group then training in Cairns. Colonel
Hodgson was coming with us to Hollandia as an
observer.
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HMAS WESTRALIA as an armed merchant cruiser.

fly courtesy of the Naval Historian.

We obtained a jeep from the Army and head-
ed for Finschafen. The whole base had grown
considerably since I had last passed through it,
three months previously. The front line was now
about 50 miles away. On either side of us during
the 15 mile journey from Alamo to Finschafen
were huge camps, and dumps of war material.
The peninsula was developing into a colossal
Allied staging point, and the American Army
alone was preparing to receive 120,000 troops in
the area. As the troops arrived, so the jungle
went. All growth vanished before the assault of
bulldozers, tractors and graders. No wonder a
Jap prisoner of war, when asked by Allied Offi-
cers who were the best jungle fighters, replied.
'Australians are best jungle fighters; but the Am-
ericans — they remove the jungle.' The Yankee
SEABEES were certainly equipped to do just
that.

As we passed through these heartening
signs of Allied power, I wondered what the enemy
would think of his chances of victory if he saw
them. It did not seem possible that any nation
could amass more strength in one place. After a

visit to the Australian Base Sub Area at Finscha-
fen, we had lunch at the Headquarters of the First
Australian Corps, on the Satelberg road. We
were guests of the AQMG, Lieutenant-Colonel
Winchester, and Major Hughes of the staff. The
Air Liaison Officer, Major Balfour-Ogilvie. late of
the 2nd/18th Battalion and a Tobruk 'Rat', also
joined us. After lunch we drove along the coast
road, past the famous Scarlet Beach where the
original Allied landing had taken place the pre-
vious September, and where the enemy later
made an unsuccessful counter-attack. A Jap
landing barge was still grounded in the sand, and
white troops and natives were enjoying a swim.

The work of opening up the country around
here had been well carried out, and the road
along which we drove was in itself no mean ach-
ievement. This part of the coast of New Guinea is
very beautiful, surprisingly so to people who im-
agined the island as all ugly jungle. The terrain
slopes gradually down from the towering moun-
tain ranges to the sea, and is crossed by num-
erous river beds. When not admiring the view to
seaward, we admired the sweep of the country
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inland. The stretch of country adjacent to the fore-
shore was for the most part devoid of jungle, and
covered with long grass. Everything looked lush
and green after the recent rains, which also help-
ed to keep the dust down for us. In New Guinea
there are two kinds of weather — dusty and
muddy.

We were very mterestec in the battle signs
which had been erected every few miles, and
which gave the history of each locality in the re-
cent campaign. Rough though the country was,
the Japanese had been pushed a long way inland
in the previous four months. Only four months
ago, the Australians held the coast as far west as
Finschafen. Now we occupied it as far as Bogad-
jim. The speed of our jeep prevented us reading
all the signs; but we were atle to visualise how
the enemy was driven westward. A typical sign
read: 'Here a fierce battle raged, fighting
proceeding from 5th December 1943 to 14th
December 1943. Eighty Japs were killed. Matilda
tanks were used for the first time in New Guinea.
The enemy was cleared out, and many mortars
and rifles captured.'

We thought these signs an excellent scheme
for impressing on us who came after, the deeds of
those in the van. Indeed I hope they are left up for
all time, although the jungle will no doubt envelop
them Passing through Gusika, which was cap-
tured late in 1943. we eventually stopped at the
Headquarters of the Australian Fifth Division at
Kiligra. Here Major Marks of the Ordnance Corps
kindly gave us afternoon tea. Whilst having tea,
we met Major-General Ramsay, the Divisional
Commander, who had served in the Ninth Divis-
ion at El Alamein. Around the camp were many
marked, and unmarked graves of Japanese and
natives. The country here was quite virgin, and
rather desolate.

All the Officers at this headquarters express-
ed their envy at our coming operation. They all
wanted to come with us. It was expected they
would move further west in the near future. We
were soon on our return journey eastward, and as
we drove slowly along, scores of bombers flew
over us as they returned independently from
bombing our objective in Dutch New Guinea.

We returned to Corps Headquarters at 1800
As Colonel Hodgson had been asked to dine with
seven Generals, and I was only equal in rank to a
Captain, I elected to eat in 'B' mess where Majors
Hughes and Johnson looked after me very well.
'B' mess was nothing more than a tent on a hill-
ock. Insects buzzed everywhere, and worms
wriggled in the earth floor. A wireless played
American jazz music. The sides of the tent were
open, and far away on the biue expanse of the

Bismarck Sea we saw a US Navy PT boat churn-
ing the water into white foam as it sped west on
patrol. These night strafing missions of the PT
boats contributed greatly to the Allied victory in
New Guinea.

Very slowly over the sea winged a Navy Cat-
alina, so slowly that it seemed to be hovering in
the still air. Below us, in a hollow, some soldiers
were erecting a stage for a concert to be held that
night. A bugler sounded colours, and we all stood
at attention as the flag was hauled down on the
central flagstaff for sunset. Two more staff Majors
came in and started a game of chess. Although
only 25 miles from my ship I was in a different
world — the world of the Army.

At 1915, we reluctantly climbed into our jeep
and commenced the return journey to Alamo in
the dark. The whole countryside was lit up. There
was no semblance of a blackout. It was like pass-
ing through a large city in peace time. Langemak
Bay, just south of Finschafen, looked like Sydney
Harbour We returned aboard at 2120 hours, after
having travelled 32 miles inland. We covered
over 66 miles during the day, surprising for a
country that three years before had no roads.
Everywhere we were received with the greatest
kindness, as was the case all over New Guinea
One man we saw that day typified, I think, the
spirit of the AMF. We found him in an Australian
War Cemetery outside Finschafen digging
graves. There he was. a tall rangy Aussie wield-
ing a long handled shovel, with the perspiration
pouring off him and the cruel tropical sun pouring
down on him. His skin was the colour of copper
Hearing us approach, he looked up and his glist-
ening face broke into a smile.

'A hot job,' I remarked, rather inanely.

Too right,' he replied. Then gesturing to-
wards Sio and the front line, 'We're expecting
some more in a few days.'

I always remembered this 'Digger. Despite
the rotten job he had, he could still smile.

I had no dealings with our Eighth Division;
but I was associated with various units of the
Third, Fourth, Fifth and Six Divisions at different
times, and saw action with the Seventh and
Ninth. You will often hear people say, 'Oh, the
Ninth is Australia's greatest Division , or There's
no Division with a war record like the Seventh's',
or 'It's all so silly, the Sixth is our finest Division'. It
is very difficult to say which of these three Divis-
ions is Australia's finest. AIF officers and men no
doubt have very definite ideas on the matter. De-
votees of the Sixth would say, 'Look at their cam-
paigns in the Western Desert, Greece, Crete and
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New Guinea. Why, they saved the war'. Yet 'fans
of the Seventh (of which I am one) could say, 'If
the Seventh had not pushed the Japs back over
the Owen Stanley Range, where would Australia
be today? And who entered Lae first? Then do not
forget Syria and Balikpapan'. Then up would
spring lovers of the Ninth, whose names are leg-
ion to say, 'Ah, that's all very well. Yet if the Ninth
had not held Tobruk in 1941 what would Rommel
have done? Also, did not the Ninth save the Suez
Canal and the war by hurling back the Hun at El
Alamein? Montgomery gave them the toughest
sector. Then what about Finschafen, Satelberg.
Tarakan and Brunei9 The answer, of course, is
that all three are great Divisions and played
equally important roles in winning the war. Each
has a unique record, some of their achievements
being unknown outside the Services. For in-
stance, how many people know that when ele-
ments of the Seventh parachuted into the Mark-
ham Valley in New Guinea in 1943. they were the
first airborne troops of the United Nations to go in-
to action, and some of them were jumping for the
first time?

We invaded Tarakan Island and Brunei Bay,
in Borneo, with troops of the Ninth on board our
ship, and we landed the Seventh at Balikpapan
They were all first class fighting men, always
cheerful and well disciplined, with a high degree
of individual initiative. They would laugh and chat-
ter among themselves all day. and go into action
with a song on their lips. I shall never forget
watching a barge load of 'Diggers' leaving our
ship's side bound for the beach on a Borneo 'D'
Day. Every man in that boat was singing The Wi-
zard of Oz'. Some people have since doubted the
truth of this story. I can vouch for its authenticity.
Knowing the 'Diggers'as I do, I think they are jus-
tified in their claim to being the finest shock troops
in the world.

Going into action with American troops we
found to be like participating in an escapade with
a good friend up the street. Seeing action with
Australian troops was like indulging in an adven-
ture with your own brother.

HMAS WESTRALIA after conversion to an Li.'/

By courtesy of S. Goven

The Australian soldier gives of his best in
battle; his heart becomes cold steel. As Shake-
speare's Henry V prayed on the morning of Agin-
court, 'O God of Battles, steel my soldiers'
hearts'
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PROPOSED RN SAIL
TRAINING SCHEME

By Master Ned

A cynic once remarked of the British publica-
tion The Naval Review that half the articles within
its covers were about officer training and that the
other half were about officer training. In more re-
cent years, it can be seen that the output on this
subject has included a vast number of articles on
sail training, ranging from pleas for the construct-
ion of sail training vessels for the RN along the
lines of the magnificent ships operated by various
South American and European Navies to elderly
authors descriptions of their experiences 'before
the mast while taking passage between the
China Station and Great Britain.

Perhaps oddly, this pre-occupation has
spread to the RAN and the enthusiasm has sev-
eral times surfaced in the pages of this journal. It
would thus perhaps be of interest to many mem-
bers to learn that the Royal Navy once came very
close not only to the construct on of a sail training
vessel, but of an entire squadron — and even
more interesting to learn in precisely what fash-
ion, and by whom, the scheme was defeated

For what is particularly remarkable is that the
proposal was quashed, not by technically mind-
ed junior officers with a reputation for innovative
thinking, but by very senior Admirals with actual
experience as officers, even commanders, in
sail.

The first suggestion for sail training on a
large scale came in September 1930, when Vice
Admiral Roger Backhouse, the Controller of the
Navy, inspected the Greek training vessel ARES
when that ship visited Portsmouth. He was enthu-
siastic about the standard of training onboard and
he minuted the other members of the Board of
Admiralty, describing his observations.

His suggestion was that all initial sea training
of both cadets and seamen should be undertaken
in sail. His colleagues considered the suggestion
and expressed some interest in the idea, but a
rapid calculation showed that a very large
number of ships would be needed to handle the
numbers and. in the penny-pinching days of the
Great Depression, such money could not be
spared.

But a year later there occurred the very seri-
ous disturbances in ships of the Home Fleet that
became known as the Invergordon Mutiny. The
events of those days indicated to a badly frighten-
ed Board of Admiralty that disturbing gaps might
have opened up between the wardroom and the
lower deck and between senior sailors and junior
sailors. In fact, the Board's mishandling of the pay
cuts made in 1931 and the lack of warning given
to the Fleet had been the major cause of the
affair, but, consciously or unconsciously, the
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Board was attempting to place the blame on
someone or something else.

The Admiralty decided that sail training was
the answer. Since it was not practicable to con-
duct it on a universal basis, it was to be worked on
two levels. The first was sail training for cadets
before they joined the Fleet as Midshipmen. This
would involve one sailing vessel, whilst four more
were to be employed training Leading Seamen in
sail as part of their qualification for the rank of
Petty Officer. The First Lord, Sir Bolton Monsell.
announced the plan to the House of Commons in
1932, declaring with no little enthusiasm that the
first ship was to be named WANDERER in
honour of the Poet Laureate, Sir John Masefield.

In the same year, however, a new First Sea
Lord, Admiral Sir Ernie Chatfield (later Admiral of
the Fleet Lord Chatfield) was appointed. Unlike
his predecessor, Admiral Sir Frederick Field,
Chatfield viewed the entire scheme with grave
disquiet. Up to this time, there had been a deal of
enthusiasm for the scheme, both in the Navy and
in the press and public at large and very little op-
position had been expressed. Nonetheless.
Chatfield very soon found that matters had not
been properly thought through.

In the first place, the scheme was not cheap.
Had the original plan been carried out, some 14
vessels would have been required, and even with
the reduced plan five had to be built. The first was
scheduled to cost £85,000. with an annual main-
tenance of £22.500. The four ships of the second
stage would have cost £270,000 and added
£67,000 to running expenses. Thus, the estab-
lishment of the squadron would cost over
£350,000 and the annual operation of £100,000.
Chatfield, however, had extensive experience in
sail himself and from his knowledge of the costs
of sailing ship operation he

'... had serious doubts whether the
estimate of maintenance costs was
likely to be sufficient. Allowance ought
to be made ... for a very much larger
expenditure of fuel for their engines
and the replacement of sails and
spars which would be carried away in
bad weather. '(1)

For the cost of the five sailing vessels, two
first class sloops could be built and maintained —
and it would be quite possible to make such ves-
sels training platforms as well as fighting ma-
chines.

INDONESIAN SAIL TRAINING SHIP DEWARUCI ENTERING SYDNEY HARBOUR IN 1970

By courtesy of John Mortimer
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Chatfield's second concern was with the ex-
perience of the personnel involved. Though 'it
was pleasant to read that a number of officers
had volunteered to serve in these ships,'(2) he
had serious doubts as to their capacity to manage
such large sailing vessels. As First Sea Lord and
a senior Admiral, Chatfield possessed a watch-
keeping ticket in sail; there were other officers on
the Navy List who were also qualified, but the
most junior of these were Captains so senior as to
be on the verge of flag rank — manifestly too sen-
ior to command in the training squadron

For the rest of it, though the personnel in-
volved were very keen and enthusiastic, 'most
had only yachting experience'.(3) The navies
which operated sailing ships either did it on a very
small scale or else had been continually running
such vessels and thus had not lost their exper-
tise. The Royal Navy, on the other hand, had not
had a large sailing vessel in commission for over
twenty years. It was a very long jump from oper-
ating yachts, even ocean-going yachts, to
commanding large sail training ships with young
and inexperienced crews. Chatfield 'felt that the
whole proposal was playing'with fire', for he was
terrified of:

'.. sending these barques ... with their
considerable sail area, with the
dangers that attend the inefficient, or
inexperienced handling of square-
rigged ships, into the Atlantic through-
out the year, to face the storms and
the heavy seas that we had entirely
forgotten how to meet in such
vessels. '(4)

Captain (afterwards Admiral of the Fleet Vis-
count) Cunningham was later to note of the First
Sea Lord that

'No doubt he was thinking of the
EURYDICE, which capsized and
sank off Dunnose, Isle ot Wight, in a
sudden squall in March, 1878 with a
loss of about 300 lives, and the AT-
LANTA, which was lost during a hur-
ricane in the West Indies in February,
1880, with a death roll of 280. Both of
these vessels were training ships
commanded and officered by men

experienced in the art of sail.'(5)

In a more recent disaster, the German mer-
chant training vessel PAMIR, a four masted
3,103 ton barque, foundered in a hurricane off the
Azores with the loss of 80 lives.(6)

What was more, the RN already 'had to
scrape and contrive to man or recommission a

ship.'(7) It was quite possible that the manning of
five large training ships would force the paying-
off of front line warships. The Navy was already
so weak that the returns on such a sacrifice would
have to be clearly demonstrated before any re-
duction in fighting strength could be countenan-
ced.

Chatfield, despite all this, would have been
prepared to bear the risks and annoyances had
he felt that there was any real value in such train-
ing. The elephant has a long memory and so does
a flag officer. In this case it was justified. Chat-
field remembered from his service at sea in the
1890s that

'It was we/I known by those who ser-
ved in the Channel Squadron at that
time that the ordinary seamen who
came to the Battleships from the
Training Squadron were a continual
source of trouble. The hardships in
bad weather, the day and night exer-
tion, and the lack of conviction as to
the necessity for the considerable
hardships they underwent, filled them
with a longing to leave the Training
Squadron for the quieter life in the
steamships, where they looked for-
ward to having an easy time. They
came to the Channel Squadron in the
wrong spirit, and were definitely infer-
ior, in nearly every respect, to the
boys and ordinary seamen who had
avoided tne Training Squadron and
come to us direct. '(8)

Having thus disposed of any idea of using
the sailing ships for basic seaman training — a
proposal which had, as has been noted, been re-
gretfully abandoned by Field and Monsell on the
grounds of its prohibitive cost — Chatfield then
went on to demolish the scheme of employing the
squadron as a proving ground for candidates for
the rank of Petty Officer.

He did not consider that the Invergordon in-
cident had revealed any critical deficiencies
Chatfield was more inclined to believe that many
big ships were over-manned with officers and
that senior sailors were not being given any op-
portunities to exercise their authority. Proper use
was not being made of Chiefs and Petty Officers
as the middle men in the divisional system as offi-
cers were becoming too keen on dealing with
everything themselves. Not surprisingly, the
senior sailors had become disillusioned and apa-
thetic. Alarming though the situation had been,
steps had already been taken to rectify matters
and the ultimate solution obviously lay with the
Fleet and not with a mammoth revision of train-
ing patterns.
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ARGENTINIAN SAIL TRAINING SHIP LIBERT AD DEPARTING SYDNEY HARBOUR IN 1970.

By courtesy of John Mortimer.

The point was, as Chatfield explained, that
sail training on such a scale would have little rele-
vance to any other aspect of a sailor's career. For
it was proposed

'... fo take men who had been some
years in the Service, who had been
brought up in a steamship groove,
who had had their minds attuned to
modern weapons, modern equipment
and power handling, and say to them:
"If you want to pass for petty officer
you must start a new subject. You
must go to sea in a sailing ship, not
only to be instructed in sailing ways
and skill and risks, but to be there se-
lected for your future fitness as a petty
officer in the fighting Fleet". It did not
seem to me that this attitude would
appeal to the personnel as a
whole. '(9)

Chatfield realised that he had to act. Know-
ing that some of the junior Sea Lords were in fav-
our of the scheme and that the enthusiastic Mon-
sell might be able to claim from this that the idea
was worth trying, the First Sea Lord asked senior
officers, both active and retired, to send in their

opinions. His gamble was justified. Four Admir-
als of the Fleet, including Earl Beatty, Sir Regin-
ald Tyrwhitt and Sir Roger Keyes, as well as a
host of more junior flag and post officers and both
the Commanders-in-Chief of the two major fleets
wrote to express their support for Chatfield.

It was an interesting phenomenon that offi-
cers who had qualified as watchkeepers in sail,
such as Beatty, Chatfield and Keyes, were those
most against the proposal. Vice Admiral K.G.B.
Dewar wrote of his sojourn as a Midshipman in a
sail training ship,

'... / thoroughly enjoyed my time in the
Training Squadron ... (but)
Personally, I look back on my nine
months in the VOLAGE as waste of
time and believe that a few weeks as
Officer of the Watch on the bridge of a
destroyer would have been more val-
uable training.'(10)

Cunningham, in his memoirs A Sailor's
Odyssey, was quite as scathing:

'It struck me as being on a par with a
suggestion that before driving a taxi-
cab a man should first learn to ride a
horse. '(11)
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In the face of such opposition, Monsell fin-
ally agreed to cancel the scheme. Chatfield was
pained to have had to fight the First Lord in such a
manner, but Monsell took it all very well, despite
the fact that sail training had been his pet project.
Chatfield noted'... no one could have been kinder
or more understanding of my attitude. (12)

It must be stressed that Dhatfield was. and
would always remain, a great advocate of small
boat sailing. Indeed, as Commander-m-Chief
Mediterranean Fleet he had bsen remarkable for
winning several of the major races in the Fleet
regatta (in the days when the Mediterranean
Fleet was a Fleet). This applied as much for Cun-
ningham and almost every other of the faction. All
went out of their way to encourage officers and
men under their command to get out into small
boats to sail.

But yacht and dinghy sailing are not the
same thing as the operation of major sailing ves-
sels. Chatfield summed up the real, the last rea-
son, why he was so much against the proposal
when he wrote:

'/ realised all that the sponsors of the
idea felt, I knew all the merits of their
case. But we had to rebuild the Navy,
to use every penny for fighting effic-
iency. The day when the Navy could
indulge in such things a.> luxury had
gone. Every pound must go towards
the vital material we so greatly need-
ed. The pesonality, or character, of
naval personnel, could be raised to
any height by suitable steps in the
Fleet as it was. Men mui.t be trained

in the atmosphere of the weapons
with which they were to fight and such
methods must be developed. There is
a modern seamanship as we/I as an
old.'(13)

As Captain S.W. Roskill remarked in his
Naval Policy Between the Wars:

'In retrospect it seems clear that Chat-
field was right. '(14)
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"It is interesting to note that Cunningham makes this remark
in his 1951 memoirs Dewar s work was published in 1939
and reads, on page 38, 'One might as well argue that taxi-
drivers could be inoculated against strikes by a six months
training in hansom-cabs.' Unconscious plagarism by Cun-
mgham, or was the remark a 1932 catch-cry for those who
followed Chatfield?
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Nobody ashed me, but...

COD

I think the time has arrived for COD to 'come
out'. This term is not inapprop'iate, for it relates to
homosexuals declaring their preferences in pub-
lic: for years, COD (pronounced as a word, not as
initials) has been treated like VD or alcoholism (or
homosexuality) — known aoout, discussed in
whispers, tacitly acknowledged. But the RAN is
now taking the great leap forward into the twen-
tieth century, at least as far as social diseases are
concerned, and so COD can at last be discussed
openly, if unapprovingly.

Indeed, it should be discussed openly in the
RAN, for although it is rampart at the present mo-
ment in time, and perhaps even on an upsurge,
its sufferers must be seen as victims rather than
criminals. For too long have the evils of this dis-
ease gone unrecognised; for too long have its vic-
tims been forced to suffer in si ence, unable to call
for help, even when they realised the unimagin-
able depths to which they had sunk. Therein lies
the feature of this disease most likely to tear the
heartcords of the innocent, the naive, the wives
and partners of the sufferes -— the paradox that
the more advanced the disease, the less the vic-
tim is likely to recognise it, ray, the more he is
likely to deny all knowledge of it and attempts to
relieve him and his dear ones of their suffering.

Let not this introduction fool you, kind reader,
into assuming that the author intends to treat his
subject lightly. Rather, the style of Victoria is
adopted because COD is a remnant of a bygone
age, a parasitic growth which feeds and grows on

its host whilst sapping his life force, humanity and
individuality: an anomaly in a Service which al-
legedly encourages initiative and independence.

In fact, there are remarkable similarities be-
tween naval attitudes to alcoholism, VD and
COD, in that none is given official recognition, but
all three tend to be encouraged by the customs
and traditions of the Service. But I wander into by-
ways not fruitful to my present discussion — I
leave such readers as may to ponder and possib-
ly enlarge upon these sinister innuendoes

Forbearing upon your patience for an instant
longer, suffice it to say that it is important that it be
said that the time is ripe for COD to be brought out
into the open, for it is an insidious disease that
eats at the very fabric of our Service, and even
extends its tentacles towards our loved ones out-
side the Service. Many a naval wife has languish-
ed alongside a COD-ridden husband, bearing her
suffering nobly and in silence, because she knew
that he could not help himself, and any thought of
discussing his problem with him would be in vain.

Reader, be brave! If. after reading this arti-
cle, you consider you are free from COD, at least
let your wife and/or other partner(s) give you the
benefit of their advice. By all means, treat The
Editor as your friend, and write to him if you have
any doubts about you and COD — only by bring-
ing COD into the open can we hope to stamp it out
for all time and make our Service a happy, care-
free place for all naval persons, young and old.

The exposition that follows is given in the
form of a medical analysis, but big words are
avoided, whenever possible, for obvious
reasons. The ideas presented are only represen-
tative of the initial stage of research and readers
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should appreciate that much more work needs to
be done — hopefully, some of you will feel the call
to take up the reins. Grateful acknowledgement is
made to WSGB and wife for helping to bring to
fruition some of the thoughts that have been
abudding for many years.

Name
COD is the term for ovumcraniumitis, also

known as Commanding Officers' Disease.

Cause
The cause, or causes, of COD are not yet

established, because the nature of the disease
itself has not yet been delineated. For example,
some naval persons have been described as 'a
bit of a COD', whereas others have been said to
be 'real CODs', implying either a more advanced
form of the same disease or a different variety en-
tirely. In other cases, the author has heard such
expressions as 'there's a lot of COD about today'
or 'COD's all over the place today' or even 'an-
other victory for COD' implying that COD can be
in the air generally, or worse on one day than an-
other. Although COD seems to affect individuals
particularly, and usually permanently, there is
evidence that it can strike a group of people in
one place or engaged on one project, temporar-
ily. Whether or not there are any lasting effects
from such temporary associations is not yet
known, so all readers should be on their guards
whenever they hear the term 'COD' used.

Spread and Incidence
COD is spread mainly through contamina-

tion of books, briefings, memos, seminars, con-
versations at the bar, friendly words of advice and
so on. Carriers excrete the foul organisms in
words, both written and spoken, and in their gen-
eral attitudes. Its spread is encouraged when
young officers are spoilt from an early age and led
to expect that the world is their oyster. For this
reason, the disease is particularly likely to occur
in general list seaman officers, but can also be
found throughout the community —COD is prev-
alent not only amongst Commanding Officers
themselves, but also amongst hopeful, passed-
over, ex, potential and pseudo Commanding Of-
ficers, of all ages, lists and branches. COD re-
spects no one, and the author has even heard
that there are signs of its presence in fighter pilots
in the RAAF, but this is without substantiation.

Incubation Period
The incubation period is usually very short —

no more than a couple of hours after donning a
uniform for the first time. Further study is needed
in this area, for there is an implied note that some
naval persons might have been suffering from an
initial and relatively mild form of COD long before

they joined the RAN. This could, of course, affect
compensation claims in later life, and the DFRDB
Authority may care to subsidise subsequent re-
search. Norman F. Dixon (On the Psychology of
Military Incompetence p310-12) also noted, in
what may be related cases, early attitudes in life
surfacing later on:

' for it could well be that strict toilet-train-
ing, with bowel activity restricted to a par-
ticular time of day, forces the child to ac-
quire not only a rigid sense of timing but
also the tendency to equate orderliness
with temporal regularity.'

Well does the author remember hearing a Com-
manding Officer of an aircraft carrier giving wise
advice to a midshipman: 'Always have a
"George" first thing in the morning before the
ship's program starts — then you won't be em-
barrassed having to explain the the court-martial
where you were when the collision occurred'.

Symptoms and Signs
One of the few elements of hope for COD

sufferers is that there are so many signs and
symptoms, that few observers will be able to de-
tect at least some of them. As my collaborator
WSGB remarked: There's none so blind as them
what won't see' — even sufferers of COD should
be able to find at least one sign if they are really to
look at themselves sincerely and honestly. To
this end, the 10 commonest signs and symptoms
so far discovered, have been listed heretofor-
below in the form of a questionnaire. If you, your
spouse, or any of the people with whom you
share your life answer in the affirmative (and
don't knows', 'maybe-s' and 'sometimes' are all
affirmatives) then rest assured that you suffer
from COD to some degree or other:

1. Do you suffer from selective hearing, eg, do
not always listen to what others are saying
to you, because you are'busy' or just not in-
terested?

2. Do you suffer from selective reading, ie,
want only the 'good stuff' to be put in front
of you as you have no time to spare to read
the rest?

3. Do you ask for other people's opinions be-
cause that's what a good man manager
does, and then do what you want to do?

4. Do you say 'I think you're right, but ' 'You
have a good point, there, but ' 'Fine,
fine. Now, what I want you to do ....' or
words to that effect?
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5 Do you often assume you have a personal
Secretary who exists to make life easier
for you?

6 Do you decide: when its time to go home,
stop drinking, go back to work, end the dis-
cussion, have a cup of tea, start work, get
on with it. stop all this nonsense etc etc with-
out consulting anyone, even the Secretary''

7 Are your principle characteristics hard work,
honesty, reliability, generosity, kindness,
sense of humour, patience, understanding,
flexibility, wisdom, natural leadership and
an ability to get on well with others9

8 Are the people arounc you mostly poor,
misguided fools who probably mean well
but don't have the benefit of your exper-
ience(s)?

9 Do you have a royal complex, ie, believe
people should recognise your true worth7

10 Is it true that you do have faults and can be
mistaken — but only minor ones and not
often?

Types
As with influenza, there are undoubtedly

many different types of COD, but research is
lacking in this area. One can imagine that the
Classic, or Seaman, COD may well be different to
Supply COD or even Padre COD; there may be
different strains to be identified as RAAF COD or
ARMY COD, maybe even F'ublicservice COD.
Clearly established so far, are the four levels or
stages of COD — primary, secondary, advanced
and hopeless. The primary stage, which may de-
velop at any age or rank, is exemplified, inter alia.
by a marked tendency to recognise simple facts.
eg, 'It is raining.' (Aye, Aye, Sir.) The secondary
stage is marked by an inclination to offer opin-
ions, eg, I think it might rain tomorrow'. (I'm sure
you're right. Sir.) The advanced stage indicates
that there is little hope of recovery; the victim is
often heard prognosticating, eg, 'It will rain tomor-
row'. (No doubt about it, Sir. We'll cancel the )
As for the hopeless cases, one can only duck for
cover; 'It had better bloodywell rain tomorrow.
Number One, or else ' (Aye, Aye, Sir, I'll pass
that on to the )

Complications
As not enough is yet known about the basic

or elementary form of the disease, there is little
point here in elaborating on any complications
arising from the disease. Alienation, alcoholism,
divorce, lockjaw, verbal abuse, battered head-
syndrome, thick skin and water-off-a-duck's-
back, not to mention no-skin-off-my-nose, are all

related in some way or another to COD. How-
ever, two forms of which readers may be aware
already, have been substantially documented by
other researchers and a passing mention only will
suffice. The first is NOD (Navy Office Disease —
'Your letter of ...... is receiving attention ) and the
second is GOD (Grandiose Officers Disease), a
very advanced, complicated form of COD

Treatment
Treatment can only begin when the patient

can recognise his own symptoms. Unfortunate-
ly, one of the most horrific features of this dis-
ease is the inability of those who suffer its dele-
terious effects to see the signs in themselves. In
addition, sufferers tend to be antagonistic and ag-
gressive if one attempts even delicately to point
the finger. As suggested previously, the society in
which COD breeds, is one which unconsciously
feeds it, at the same time often denying its pres-
ence. The more one advances up the tree, ie, the
more often one commands more people and re-
sources, the more one can become separated
from 'lesser' mortals and the more one is en-
couraged in devious ways to expect greater obei-
sance. Is there not a significance in the fact that
separation of rank is clearly distinguished in the
RAN, but one has to peer closely at the shoulders
of Army and RAAF officers before deciding whe-
ther or not to call them 'Sir'? However, not all
naval persons suffer from COD, and treatment
may be afforded those who have reached no
more than the earliest of advanced stages by:

a. helping them, gently, to recognise their own
symptoms; and

helping them, gently, to cultivate less intol-
erant, egocentric habits.

Much more study needs to be done into
those persons who have reached the dizzy
heights without succumbing to COD, or those
who have managed to shake off the tentacled
monster somewhere along Life's Way. Naval
spouses may have an important role to play in the
field of treatment.

Convalesce ne
Once the patient is well on the road to recov-

ery — and that is not for him or her to decide —
then lots of TLC is required at home, and skilful
manipulation at work. Another of the paradoxes
of this disease is that ex CODs can always see
the symptoms in others and may go overboard in
their own dealings with persons around them, to
the extent that they may contract craniumimbe-
cilus. Nurses should be careful to foster those
traits which are conducive to the making of a fine
naval officer, whilst quashing any signs of recur-
ring COD.
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Preventive Treatment
Finally, a word on how to prevent COD in >ne

first place. All members of our Service must be
fully aware of all the symptoms of this dreaded
disease and must guard gainst them. And we
must administer large doses of wisdom, know-
ledge and tolerance, for as is written in the Tao Te
Ching:

'Knowing others is wisdom,
Knowing the self if enlightenment:
Mastering others requires force,
Mastering the self needs stength.'

Above all, those who are blessedly free from
COD must practise forbearance and fortitude
with those who are more unfortunate:

'under heaven all can see beauty as beau-
ty, only because there is ugliness.

All can know good as good,
only because there is evil.'

G. CUTTS

(Postscriptum:

Uxor mea and several of my friends say I suf-
fer from at least an advanced stage of COD. How-
ever, I am pleased to be able to inform my read-
ers that this is definitely not so and this has been
proved to my satisfaction. They were confused by
the traits exhibited by one born under the sign of
Leo: a natural leader of men, a born organiser,
generous, kind and modest.)

CHAPLAINS
It is obvious that the RAN doesn't really need,

or want, Chaplains. With the possible exception of
ships at sea there is nothing that a Naval Chaplain
does which could not be handled by local clergy-
men on a part-time basis, or better still, in their
own time and for those few that want that sort of
thing.

Gone are the days when Chaplains used to
have some positive contribution to make to the
Naval community. The 1912 list of Chaplains'
Duties had to be changed because those duties,
in the main, now appear on the Duty Statements
of various SIOs. Until the RAN employed Social
Workers, the Chaplains were able to make some
contribution to the welfare of personnel in the
Service, even though on the cheap, and no one
would say that they didn't make a valuable con-
tribution THEN. Lets face it, most of the
Chaplains' former work is now being done by
experts.

The recent Defence Instruction (Navy) on
RAN Chaplaincy would go very close to being the
best example of double standard presentation yet
available in the Service. How many Commanding
Officers are really concerned to provide for the
spiritual and moral welfare of their ship's

companies? For example, the only time one runs
a Sunday Routine at sea is when it is absolutely
impossible to do anything else — the most
important thing is that the ship use whatever time
there is available to become efficient in its task.
The old standards of Christian Faith & Worship,
and Character and Morality have no real place in
the efficient running of the ship as such — all the
necessary standards are clearly laid down by the
Navy in various DI(N)s, Standing Orders, etc.

I'm not against Chaplains as people; some of
them are really nice and dedicated men, and
because of that, I think the only decent thing to do
is to say: Thanks Chaps (no pun), but that will be
all'. It must be terribly demoralising for these men
to be continuously confused with Warrant Officers
(also hard on Warrant Officers). There are only 16
of them and when in summer uniform it takes a
real feat of optical gymnastics to recognise a
Chaplain as such from any angle. I'm sure that our
policy and administration masters share my
opinion; eg, it was suggested, after the uniform
bods had taken away the singularity of the
Chaplains' uniform, that maybe Chaplains could
wear Bush Jackets and the answer came back —
'only Commanders and above' (we don't want to
make this item of uniform too 'common' after all!).
The DI(N) refers to them as being Heads of
Department — I have never known of the
Chaplains being present at Heads of Depart-
ments' meetings, etc., — their presence among
HODs at Divisions is nothing short of embarrass-
ing to both the HODs and the Chaplains. I have
been part of many heated discussions about
things like whether Chaplains should be saluted
or not. Obviously the majority opinion expressed
is that they shouldn't be saluted, and in practice,
aren't — after all they are not really officers, and
even officially the RAN doesn't really respect what
they stand for. Of course one could really upset
the system and give them gold lace, etc., but that
would be simply avoiding the whole issue and
substituting what was a good system for the past
with a very false value today. If the Chaplain is a
person who represents God in our midst (what-
ever that means), then what rank do we give God?

No, painful as it may be to some, we would be
more honest and do better not to have:

a) our CNS sign false documents of
agreement;

b) clergymen (who are people too) placed in
embarrassing situations;

c) our personnel being subjected to an
unnecessary and confusing influence;

d) finance being expended on something
which is not part of essential equipment;
and

e) billets being allocated to such useless
purposes in the RAN.

JUDAS
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BOOK
REVIEW

ROMANCE OF AUSTRALIAN LIGHTHOUSES

By Valmai Phillips. Rigby. Recommended price: $12.95

To the seaman, this book on Australian lighthouses will
provide much historical information on the more important lights
encountered on passages around the Australian coast Of
course, this information is not intended to replace the standard
navigational publications which are so indispensable

The story of our lighthouses i; closely associated with the
history of the progressive settlemeit of the continent by intrepid
seamen and adventurers of the past; Australias continuing
dependence on the sea for transpc rt routes and commerce also
emerges indirectly

The book opens with the establishment of navigation marks
and lights on South Head and thfn it proceeds in a State-by-
State circumnavigation of Australia and the off-shore islands to
finish up on Boobie Island The style of writing is very readable
and easy going although the more fastidious mariner will object
to some of the expressions and poor explanations used. In all.
this book will appeal to a wide cross-section of people

I enjoyed particularly the detail provided on most of the East
Coast lights, the ones I had grown so used to seeing that I really
had not thought too much about their past history and the tales of
ship wrecks etc which accompany it For example, the story
attached to Seal Rocks off Sugarloaf Point leaves little to the
imagination when on a night in july. 1876 three schooners-
Acme. Whoolit and Flirt sheltered in the lee to ride out a storm,
then the rum began to flow and Big Black Harry, the skipper of
the Acme, had difficulty restraining the crew even by force until
in the end the three crews took the boats They almost drowned
the Captain s girlfriend and there was an all-in brawl on the
beach on their arrival ashore, when the locals dealt out rough
justice for their treatment of the girlfriend To top off the story the
wreckage of all three ships was scattered along the beaches the
following day1

In addition to the recording of the contribution made by
famous personalities, this book also refers quite often to famous
ships of the past In particular, .NVESTIGATOR and LADY
NELSON are ships names that croD up frequently

But Valmai Phillips really ded cates this book to the light-
house keepers, past and present ^s she writes on the closing
page In 1897 the Captain of a Royal Mail Steamer recorded in
his log his appreciation of the work of the lighthouse keepers ..
In the best Service tradition the job still goes on.

At the rear of the book there is a select bibliography which
can be used for further research for those really interested

In all I would recommend this book as a useful work to have
while at sea either for one s own interest or for the purposes of
informing others.

C.A. Barne

LEADERS AND LEADERSHIP by W J Byrt,
Melbourne, Sun Books, 1978. (The author is a reader
in the Graduate School of Business Administration
at Melbourne University).

This paperback of 194 pages comprises a lucid
account of the state of leadership theory today It begins
with a summary of the conventional wisdom — leader-
ship consists of influence of some kind over others,
leaders have special characteristics — and then
proceeds to destroy it. erecting a new approach in its
place

A review of 20 different studies on the character-
istics of people regarded as leaders found 79 different
traits mentioned Only one trait, intelligence, was
included in as many as 10 of the 20 lists It is absurd to
insist that leaders must be well-balanced, have a sense
of humour, believe in justice etc., when there are
examples of leaders who have been insane, neurotic,
unjust, or authoritarian: Hitler. Napoleon, Cromwell, to
name three

Unfortunately, although modern management
theory rejects the importance of character/personality
traits in isolation, practical men of affairs, and especially
those in the Services, are still strongly influenced by
such factors in their decisions regarding promotion,
development, usage and rewarding of subordinates

People who have demonstrated successful leader
ship in their early life (eg at school) are likely to be
successful again — if they meet similar situations But
there has been little success in trying to train people in
general leadership skills, only in specific areas (eg how
to improve their interaction with others) Leaders who
are successful in one situation may be abysmal failures
in another Byrt quotes the example of the discarding of
Menzies in humiliating circumstances at the end of his
first Prime Ministership

Leadership, according to Byrt. involves a working
relationship between members of a group. 'It is a
process whereby the behaviour of the led is influenced
by a leader or leaders The process depends on the
leader being able, or being perceived to be able, to
assist the led in achieving the satisfaction of certain
needs within certain situations (p175)

Leadership styles will vary according to the nature
of the leader, the situation, the objectives, and the
group No one method, and no leader can be successful
in all situations, with all groups, if he is inflexible Again,
unfortunately in the Services, some people are
endowed with leadership status, yet many appointed
leaders would never be selected by their peers, and
leadership qualities should not be considered in
isolation from the situation nor the follower-group
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In relation to the latter, Byrt points out the signifi-
cance of the relationship between leader and led by
saying that many followers reflect the image of their
leader and act as they think appropriate. If they see him
as imbued with a great deal of authority, they assume
that they have a great deal of responsibility, and resent
having to spend time on mundane matters — Captain's
Secretary take note?

The functions of leaders are seen to be in two
groups: work tasks (helping to get the job done by
planning, administration etc) and maintenance tasks
(meeting the emotional needs of the group, ensuring
co-operation, teamwork etc). He stresses that leaders
are not God — they are part of the organisation they are
leading, and are subject to the same human frailties as
all its members.

A large section of the book (80 pages) is devoted to
an analysis of Australian people who have achieved
leadership positions in politics, business and adminis-
tration. Such men as Mr Fraser, Mr Hawke and Sir Henry
Bland are looked at from the points of view of abilities,
personality, bases of power and influence, leadership
role, and tactics; finally, an assessment is made of each
individual as a leader

The book is fairly short and very readable There is
an absence of jargon and detailed statistics, though
there is a list of references at the end of each chapter for
those who wish to check or read further. There is also a
brief but satisfactory index. Recommended reading for
all who aspire or presume to lead.

G.CUTTS

CIVIL DEFENCE AND DEFENCE SCIENCE

A REVIEW OF TWO RECENT DEFENCE
FELLOWSHIP PAPERS

The Australian Defence Fellowship Scheme was
first announced in 1977. This scheme is similar to one in
the United Kingdom and is open to uniformed officers of
the three Australian Services and to civilian officers from
the Department of Defence.

Successful Defence Fellows undertake a pro-
gramme of full-time study at an Australian tertiary
institution to research and write a paper on a subject
relevant to the defence of Australia. Thus a defence
topic is studied in a hopefully objective academic
environment free of the inhibitions of the departmental
scene. A real departmental requirement must be estab-
lished for the study and it is not a matter of academic
benefit for the Defence Fellow, although inevitably,
there can be spin-offs.

The first four Australian Defence Fellowships were
awarded in March 1978. The successful officers and
their topics were:
Colonel O.K. Baker — 'Requirements for Civil

Defence as an Integral part of
the National Defence Posture'
(Australian National Univer-
sity)

Lieutenant Colonel — 'Some Options for a Defence
S.N. Gower Technological Strategy'

(Australian National Univer-
sity)

Squadron Leader — The Effects of Change of
P.R.M. Rasmussen School on the Secondary

Education of Servicemen's
Children' (Monash Univer-
sity)

Squadron Leader - 'Labour Turnover in the
M.J. Rawlinson Mustenngs of the RAAF — An

Economic Analysis'
(University of Melbourne)

The papers by Colonels Baker and Gower have
now been published and are available through any
Defence Library. They are both comprehensive studies,
giving a good review of two relatively dormant, but
nonetheless important, aspects of Australia's defence.
Debate these days can be easily stirred over subjects
such as a replacement aircraft carrier or the tactical
fighter force, but all too little interest is shown in
Australian civil defence and defence science and
technology. The two colonels thus fill a gap, at least in
unclassified publications, by putting on the map, so to
speak, two, rather less talked about, components of an
indigenous Australian defence posture.

As a basis for his defence technological strategy,
Colonel Gower discusses three different approaches to
Australian defence planning — the 'contingency prob-
ability', 'terminal force and 'deterrent approaches He
prefers a 'two-tier deterrent force', involving a 'high-low
mix of technology, since Australia with its limited
defence resources, would be unwise to concentrate too
much of its defence capacity within a limited number of
high cost, but potentially vulnerable equipments'
(p.209).

There is something inherently pragmatic about the
Gower approach. We heard at the recent ANI Seminar
the old catch-phrase that 'the best is the enemy of the
good' and the colonel re-inforces it in the Australian
context. There are practical 'low' options for an
Australian defence technological strategy. He rightly
rejects the idea that there need be some inverse
relationship between manpower requirement and level
of technology (ie. low technology equipment must be
labour-intensive) and warns of the consequences of
concentrating too much force in a single location —
either as a fixed installation or as a mobile weapon
platform. Most importantly however, he recognises the
emergence in Australia in recent years of several
economic and social trends which throw some doubt on
our continuing ability to support a defence effort at the
level defence planners may all too happily assume

There is a timely warning that 'defence technology
is in a state of conflict at present' (Gower, p.214). The
problem is expanding at both ends. Whilst budget con-
straints are becoming harsher, technology is developing
at a rate which necessitates much effort and resource
expenditure if there is to be continuity of involvement of
Australian defence science and technology, particularly
in the high technology areas. Colonel Gower discusses
at length the consequent options for Australian defence
industry and the possible need for some re-organisation
of the Defence Science and Technology Organisation.
All his arguments show evidence of balanced objective
thought, and his work, being largely unique in its field,
should receive the notice which it desen/es. It is a well
written, balanced report.

Colonel Baker is also concerned with trends,
notably in his work, that towards a heavy emphasis on
natural disasters rather than civil defence. The early
baptism of fire for the Natural Disasters Organisation
(NDO) with Cyclone Tracy is largely responsible for this
emphasis, but there are other factors, not least of all
political ones, which play a part. There is a need for a
distinction between the two basic requirements (ie, civil
defence and natural disasters) since the division of
responsibilities and authority between Federal and
State governments, within each, are very different,
because of constitutional limitations. Civil defence is
clearly a Federal responsibility but the basic organis-
ation required is at a State and local government level.
Disaster relief operations bring votes for both State and
Federal governments. For State governments, the
disaster relief operations also offer the chance of access
to additional Federal funds Unfortunately, civil defence
offers few such benefits.
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The basic pnnctple in civil defence is maximum
self-suflicency and the decertralization of resources
and responsibility However this paradox is present that
too much reliance should not come to be placed on the
manpower and material resources of the Defence Force
since these resources may net be available in time of
national defence emergency "he volunteers who man
the state emergency services may also be members of
the military reserve forces Especially during a period of
minimal threat, the public comes to have little appreci-
ation of the totality of the defence requirement Need
Israel be mentioned1

These considerations point to 'a requirement for a
substantial geographically structured military organis-
ation, available for developing plans and establishing
arrangements with the various State and local govern-
ment authorities (Baker, p213). Apart from the
somewhat sterile Joint Service Local Planning
Committees (JSLPCs). there is not much defence
planning on a geographic or regional basis at present
Relevant defence organisation and perceptive long-
range planning are often not recognised as vital
components of an effective cefence posture. In this
regard. Colonel Bakers comments on civil defence
requirements have wider relevance

Colonels Baker and Gower are to be congratulated
for providing tangible proof that the Defence Fellowship
Scheme does have something to offer, not only to the
individual Defence Fellows, but also through their
scholarly contributions to the defence debate There is
satisfying evidence in these two papers of genuine
objective study, free of the incestuous subjectivism
which is often evident in departmental papers If this
continues to be so, then the Defence Fellowship
Scheme will be serving the public well

Unfortunately only one defence fellowship was
awarded for 1979 This was granted to Mr J C King,
formerly of the Force Development and Analysis
Division of the Department of Defence, who will be
studying Australia s Defence Administration Require-
ments in Time of Conflict at the Australian National
University Several uniformed officers applied for
fellowships but apparently the current tight manpower
situation militated against their success Hopefully this
will only be a temporary situation, since it will be a great
pity, if the Defence Fellowhip Scheme, after its initial
success, stagnates through the inability of the Services
to make officers available It is also a pity that a research
topic has not been approved so far of more specific
maritime importance

W S G BATEMAN

NEW MEMBERS

1STOR BAKER WRANS
Russell D-2-05

R E WRIGHT
12 Scharz Place
FLYNN ACT 2615

P H REYNOLDS
Lot 9 Brysons Road
WONGA PARK VIC 3136

LEUTJ W GATES RAN
HMAS MELBOURNE
C/-GPO SYDNEY 2890

LCDR K P. RAILTON RAN
Russell D-2-01

CAPTJC DRINKWATER RAN
Russell A-4-11

1STO P. DOWNES WRANS
Russell A-3-23

CMDR DS. FERRY RAN
Russell A-2-29

LCDR G.D.PRASS RAN
Lot 2 Nelson Road
BOX HILL NSW 2765

CMTH3G.M VOLLMER
6 Wilima Place
FRENCHSFOREST NSW
2086

N.W APPLEYARD
45 Poets Road
WEST HOBART TAS 7000

CMDR J S M ATKINSON IN Retd
27 Duffy Street
AINSLIE ACT 2602

P.T. FINK
Russell F-3-17

J R SHIPWAY
GPOBoxE104
CANBERRA ACT 2600

COLS.B.L LAPOOR
135 Monaro Crescent
RED HILL ACT 2603

LEUTMT BURTON RAN
HMAS BRISBANE
C/-GPO SYDNEY 2890
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J. MEISTER
24 Riches Avenue
WOODFORD NSW 2778

LCDR S.E.TAPLEY RAN
10 Vampire Street
QUAKERS HILL NSW 2764

CAPT P G. FREDERICK USN
US Embassy
State Circle
YARRALUMLA ACT 2600

SBLTMJ . BONATORAN
29 Anderson Street
CHIFLEY ACT 2606

LCDR A.M. CRAIG RAN
6 Vampire Drive
RAN Air Station
NOWRA NSW 2540

LAC B.R. GREEN RAAF
46 Penguin Street
INALA OLD 4077

SBLTN.A. REED RAN
Wardroom Mess
HMASCRESWELL
JERVISBAYACT

E.J.D. CRONE
14 Winmallee Road
BALWYNVIC3103

LEUT M.E. WATSON RAN
Campbell Park 2-2-05

CMDRJ.K PERRETTRAN
4/20A Austin Street
LANE COVE NSW 2066

F.A.H. KING
Campbell Park 1-5-11

R.J. POTTER
21 Mingara Avenue
STONEYFELL SA 5066

LEUT W.K.SCOTT RAN
6/285 Maroubra Road
MAROUBRA NSW 2035

CMDR J.N.LATTIN RAN
JSSC

SBLT J.R. WHALAN RAN
HMAS ALBATROSS
NOWRA NSW 2540

C.N. MOORHEN
116 BEASLEY STREET
TORRENS ACT 2607

CMDR R.J. BASSETT RAN
Rtd.
P.O. Box 2
ALBRIGHTON
WOLVERHAMPTON WV73ED
U.K.

LEUT P.J.DEBNAM RAN
8/8 Thames St.
BALMAIN NSW 2041

T.F. BERGMANN
Regional Manager
Pacific Aircraft Engine
Operation
Australian General Electric
86-90 Bay Street
ULTIMO NSW 2007

LCDR R.A. HOWLAND RAN
RAN Staff College
BALMORAL NSW 2091
K.L. STEVENS
8 Manna Ave
FRANKSTONVIC3199
W.A. KEMP
38 Central Park Road
EAST MALVERN VIC 3145
S.J. BARNES
1 Burnside Street
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

J.W. AUCHETTL
30 Rawdon Hill Drive
DANDENONG VIC3175
CMDR P.A. NEWCOMB RAN
Campbell Part 2-2-17
LCDR D.R.A. SCOTT RAN
FJWO
Fleet Headquarters
GARDEN ISLAND NSW 2000

T.G. BIRTLES
CCAE
PO Box 1
BELCONNENACT2616

LCDR K.F. PITT RAN
24 Victoria Street
EPPING NSW 2121

CMDR G.D. WHITE RAN
Campbell Park 1 -3-06

R.C. HAMMOND
P.O. Box 182
ST. AGNES SA 5097

LEUT F.J. LAWRENCE RAN
HMAS MELBOURNE
C/-GPO SYDNEY 2890

ABD.P. REILLY
77 Irving Road
TOORAKVIC3142

LCDR R.T. SALMON RAN
Russell A-3-05

CAPT F G SWINDELLS AM
RAN
4 Wyndham Crescent
SURREY DOWNS SA 5120

GROUP CAPTAIN A.W. SKIMIN RAAF
Russell C-2-08

LEUT AT. MAY RAN
HMAS BRISBANE
C/-GPO SYDNEY 2890

WO A.F.DONNELLY
HMAS HARMAN

LCDR F S. SANDERS RAN
Russell D-2-19

H.S. BARNETT
2/5 Montgomery St
BRIGHTON EAST VIC 3187

SWRWTR K.M. HEAZLEWOOD
HMASHARMAN

LCDR A. HOPMAN RANR
84 Rivett Street
HACKETT ACT 2622

CHAPLIN M.L.DAVIS
HMAS MELBOURNE
C/-GPO SYDNEY 2890

CAPT. R.J. WHITTEN RAN
Russell F-1-24

S.M. BOURKE
16 Lochbuy Street
MACQUARIE ACT 2614

ERRATA TO MEMBERSHIP LIST

The following amended entries should be inserted into the membership list published in the
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JOURNAL BACK ISSUES

Plentiful stocks of the following back issues of the Journal are available:

Vol 1 No 2 November, 1975
Vol2No1 February, 1976
Vol 2 No 2 May, 1976
Vol 2 No 3 August, 1976
Vol 2 No 4 November, 1976
Vol 3 No 2 May. 1977
Vol 3 No 3 August. 1977
Vol 3 No 4 November. 1977

Vol 4 No 1 February, 1978
Vol4No2 May, 1978
Vol 4 No 3 August. 1978
Vol 4 No 4 November. 1978
Vol 5 No 1 February. 1979

Vol 1 No 1 (August, 1975) and Vol 3 No 1 (February, 1977) are out of stock

Back copies may be purchased from the Institute at $2.50 each, which price includes postage
Write to the Treasurer, Australian Naval Institute, PO Box 18, Deakm, ACT, 2600

JOURNAL BINDERS

Journal binders are also available (as illustrated) from the Treasurer, price $5 00 each in-
cluding postage. Coloured blue, with gold lettering and ANI crest, each binder will hold 12 copies of
the journal (3 years' supply) by means of a metal rod which is inserted simply through the middle
page of the journal and held firmly at top and bottom of the binder. Plastic envelopes on the bottom
of the spine enable volume numbers or years to be inserted
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